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PREFACE 
It is the purpose of this thesis to trace the evolution of 
the clavier concerto from its inception in the late Baroque by J. s. 
Bach, through the transitional epoch between the Baroque and Classic 
eras, and culminating with the climax of the Classical concept as 
evidenced in the works by Mozart and Beethoven, Equal attention will 
be devoted both to style and to form in the literature discussed. 
Musical examples and charts will be employed to illustrate certain 
aspects of those element. If one has scores available, they will 
aid in clarifying the concepts treated. 
It will be observed that certain stylistic formal aspects 
of music of the Baroque era are carried over and utilized in the 
pre-classic and classic eras, while other new concepts originate only 
in the latter of these, These will be emphasized accordingly. As a 
conclusion, it will be seen how the work of Mozart and Beethoven in-
fluenced the course of the concerto in the later nineteenth centu~. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The evolution of the clavier concerto begins with the wol1as 
by- Johann Sebastian Bach, .although concertos for other solo instruments 
such as the. violin were written earlier by- such masters as Albinoni, 
Torelli, Alessandro Scarlatti, and Antonio Vivaldi. 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONCERTATO PRINCIPLE 
FROM THE E!RLY BAROQUE 
The concerto principle itself dates back to the early- Baroque 
period around 1600. One must keep in mind that the main principle from 
which the term is derived is that of competition, alternation, and in-
teraction between two or more perfol'lli.ng bodies. The numbers and types 
of perfoming groups vary greatl;r. lJl the early Baroque period the de· 
velopment of the concerta.to style, one of the landmarks which distin-
quished Baroque from Renaissance music, was cent.ered in st. Marks Ca• 
thedral in Venice. In this cathedral there existed two organs and two 
choirs, Which made possible the opposition and interaction of these 
opposing performing forces which were both vocal and instrumental. 
Works of this type were the Concerti Ecclesiastic! by Andrea and Giovanni 
Gabriel!, the leaders of this Venetian School of composition, as well as 
works by such other composers as Adriano Banchierl, Ludovico Viadana, 
and Hortenaio Naldi. 
This concertato principle spread to Germaey and was develop-
ed among others by Heinrich Schuetz in compositions such as the Psalmen 
Davids sammt etlichen Motetten und Concerten mit 8 und mehr Stimmen 
(1619). These works combine varying numbers of vocal and instrumental 
choirs which alternate and interact in a similar marmer to that of the 
Venetian school. The three volumns of Sacred Symphonies, written in 
16281 1647, and 1650 respectively, are also written for vocal and in• 
strumental forces and employ similar principles to those of the psalms. 
Thus Schuetz introduced and developed the Italian concertato style in 
Germany, which was to be expanded and developed still further by 
Sebastian Bach. 
J. s. Bach employed the principle in maey of his choral worll:s. 
Excellent examples are to be found in compositions such as the first 
and seventh movements of the Magnificat, and the first mo.vement of the 
Christmas Oratorio Part I. Both choral and instrumental forces ars 
employed once again. In some passages of the Magnificat numbers, the 
instruments drop out momentarily while the chorus sings alone with the 
continuo. This type of occurrence provides an interesting in dynamic 
levels as well as in timbre. On the other hand, in the Christmas 
Oratorio number cited, the chorus is eliminated entirely in certain 
parts, while the inatruments play alone, thus offering a similar con-
trasting feature. 
There exist man.y movements in Bach's cantatas, which also 
illustrate the concertato style. Two such cases are the first move-
ments of the Cantatas Nos. 801 140, and 51. The first two of these 
utilize a chorus and orchestra, while the third is for soprano solo 
2 
and trumpet obbligato. The voice and trumpet thus act both in competi-
tion with each other all well as with the orchestra. 
As was stated in the beginning, the concerto principle was 
also employed in pure instrumental music during the Baroque era. Al-
though all the performers who participate in such works were instru-
mentalists, there remained always the idea of alternation and inter-
action between the performing bodies. The principle as employed in 
instrumental composition is found first in canzonas with solo passages, 
llhich were written mostly for violin (sonata concertate in stilo 
moderno). This type of concerto canzona was further cultivated by 
men such as Bernardi (Sonata in Sinfonia, 1623), Fontana (Canzoni, 
overe Sonate concertate per chiesa, 16.37) 1 Neri (Sonatas, 1633), 
Bertali (Sonate et canzoni, 1644), and others. 
Later on in the Baroque era, the canzona concerto was re-
placed by works in three or four separate movements. Three types of 
concertos then became distinguishable; the concerto sinfonia, concer-
to grosso, and the solo concerto. The first type mentioned utilizes 
contrasting techniques between certain sections in tutti character with 
others of a more brilliant nature rather than bringing out the contrast 
between opposing instrumental bodies. Such works were written by 
Torelli, Cazzati, Bononcini, and Albicastro. This type of composition 
led later to the development of a virtuoso violin technique. The con-
certo grosso consists of two performing bodies of unequal size; the 
larger being the ripieno and the smaller the concertina. These two 
groups carr,r out the concerto principle as previously discussed. Nu-
merous examples of concerti grossi ~ be found in the literature of 
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Corelli, Vivaldi, and Handel, among others. The solo concerto, speci-
mens with lihich this thesis is concerned consist of a single soloist 
' on one hand, with a chamber size orchestra on the other. Vivaldi and 
Torelli both wrote considerable numbers of such works for the violin 
and other instruments before the evolution of the clavier concerto 
began. 
THE PREVIOUS IDLE OF THE CLAVIER 
AS A CONTINUO INSTRIJMENT 
Before commencing a discussion in some detail of the earli-
est specimens of the clavier concerto, it would be advisable to mention 
aspects concerning the previous role of keyboard instruments in vocal 
and instrumental music of the Baroque era. One of the fundamental in-
novations in music of this period, along with the introduction of the 
concert.to principle mentioned previously, was the use of a basso con-
tinuo to realize figured basses~ Such a device was employed in all 
types and fonns, .whether vocal and/or instrumental. It consisted of 
a bass line played by an instrumental bass (cello, bass viol, usually) 
over lihich a keyboard instrument (either clavier or organ) filled in 
the harmonies implied by the figures placed under the bass notes. 
These figures denoted the intervals between the bass and the other 
notes of the hannony. Fmployment of the basso continuo was particu-
larly important in contrapuntal compositions • in lihich the involved 
horozontal motion with frequent use of dissonance might tend to ob-
scure the hannonic framework at times. Thus the use of a keyboard in-
strument always clarified the harmonic basis of a composition. A low 
stringed'instrument such as the 'cello was necessary to play the base 
line because the harmonies were always constructed over a fundamental 
base note, Which naturally lay in the lower register. Since two or 
three notes had to be added to the bass to fonn a complete harmony, it 
was logical that a keyboard be used, since on such an instrument more 
than one note could be struck simultaneously. Also the peculiar timbre 
of the clavier caused it to be easily distinguishable from the other 
vocal and/or instrumental parts in the composition. 
Some compositions possessed faster moving bass lines than 
did others. In the case of a fast line, not every bass note was har-
monized; depending upon the actual tempo, Sometimes every other or 
every fourth note, for instance, would be completely harmonized. The 
other non-harmonized bass notes played by the 'cello would be consid-
ered as non-hamonic tones. With a slower bass line, however, every 
note could possess its own harmoey. 
CHAPTER II 
THE CLAVIER CONCERTOS OF J. S. BACH 
It has already been stated that the origin of the clavier 
concerto is attributed to J. s. Bach. It was he who "liberated" the 
clavier, in ensemble music, from the background position already dis-
cussed. to play a predominating role in works written especially for 
the instrument. 
THE FIFTH BRANDENBUID CONCERI'O 
The very first worl< in which the liberated clavier is in-
troduced is actually not one of the clavier concertos of Bach, but 
his fifth Brandenburg concerto. It must also be noted that the 
n Brandenburg concertos are products of the Cothen period of the com-
poser's creative career (1717-1723) • and that this worl< was therefore 
written earlier than the clavier concertos themselves which date from 
the 1730's in Leipzig. 
By definition, this work is of the concerto grosse type, 
since three instruments, namely a violin, flute, and clavier, fonn the 
concertino1 which competes and interacts with the ripieno. However, 
actually, it is the clavier which predominates throughout, as it de-
corates and colors the melodic lines played by the violin and flute 
for much of the time. 
The work is cast in the traditional three movement fonn 
(fast-slow-fast sequence) normally round in concertos or this era. The 
first movement utilizes the concerto principles or constant alternation 
between tutti and solo, the former stating the main theme or fragments 
thereof, and the solo engaging in episodic material freely modulating. 
In the slow movement the ripieno is eliminated, causing the concertina 
to be left alone with the basso continuo, thereby giving the movement 
a true chamber music qual~~. The melodic lines are again divided be-
tween the solo instruments. In the sections where the flute and violin 
have simultaneous melodies, the clavier acts as a continuo instrument 
(as it also does in the tutti sections of the comer movements). In 
other passages in the slow movement where the clavier has the melodic 
material, the flute and violin parts are of less significance. Inter-
esting use of imitation is also found between the violin and flute parts. 
The last movement is similar in structure to the first with the a1 tar-
nations between tutti and solo, but it also possesses a fUgal character. 
One of the most important features of the entire piece is the 
interpolation, near the end or the first movement, of a tremendous ca-
denza for the clavier. This anticipates already an important feature 
of the classical concerto, but in this case the cadenza was written 
into the score by the composer himself. 
'!'HE PURPOSES FOR COMPOSITION OF THE CLAVIER CONCER:rOS 
In considering now the actual clavier concertos of Bach, it 
would be well to investigate first the purposes for which they were writ-
ten. In Leipzig, Bach took over, in 1729, a Collegium Musicum composed 
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of students from the university. The organization had been founded in 
1702 by Telemann. This group gave weekly performances in Zimmermann's 
coffee house. The purpose of the group was, in Geiringer's words, a 
dual one: "They kept musicians among the students in good training, 
and they helped them to obtain recognition and eventually a posi tion.111 . 
For these weekly performances, much music was of course needed, and it 
was up to Bach, as director, to compose many of the works used. Thus 
the concertos for one, two, three, and four claviers were wr:l.tten for 
use by the Collegium Musicum. 
REASONS FOR AND METHODS OF TRANSCRIBING VIOLIN 
CONCERTOS AS CLAVIER CONCERTOS 
Bach wrote seven concertos for one clavier, three for two 
claviers, and one for four claviers. Of the ones written for one cla-
vier, with which we shall first concern ourselves, the concertos in D 
major and g minor are definitely clavier transcriptions of the violin 
concertos in E major and a minor respectively. The sixth concerto in 
F major is a transcription of the fourth Brandenburg concerto in G 
major. Of the other four concertos, it is believed by scholars.·that 
they also are definitely transcriptions; however the original versions 
are lost. With regard to the instruments for which the original ver-
sions were written, it is believed that the violin was intended in most 
of the cases, due to the type of figuraUon employed considerably. 
1 Geiringer, K., The Bach Fandlv, Oxford University Press (1954), 
p. 1[13. 
1 
It is interesting to compare the viewpoints of scholars with 
·regard to the reasons lihy Bach transcribed previous concertos for other 
instruments instead of writing entirely new clavier concertos. Philip 
Spitta, in his famous biography on Bach,1 states that Bach undertook 
the transcriptions of the violin concertos not because he didn't wish 
to compose new ones •. He probably felt that the original violin concer-
tos were so moulded by the. clavier idiom that their true character 
could only be brought out in clavier concertos. On the other hand, 
Albert Schweitzer, 2 in his biography, feels that Bach either was so 
greatly pressed for time in the creation of music for the Collegium 
Musicum, or else had no interest in what he was doing; that therefore 
instead of writing entirely new compositions he merely made arrangements 
of older concertos, and these he made "with quite incredible haste and 
carelessness.•2 Abraham Veinus, in his book, The Concerto~ states that 
Bach's youth and early development coincided with the early expansion 
of the instrumental concerto with heavy emphasis on the violin. As Bach 
had no models of clavier concertos to rely upon, the clavier up until 
this t1me lacked an amplified technique of its own, as there had been no 
attempt to utilize the particular resources of that instrument for vir-
tuose solo work. As the technical resources of the violin had previ-
ously been exploited in concerted works, it was more or less natural for 
1 Spitta, P., Johann Sebastian Bach, Novello, Ewer & Co. (1884), Vol. 3, 
P• loO. 
2 Schweitzer, Albert, J. s. Bach, Breitkopf & Hartel (1911) Vol. 1, 
P• 412. 
3 Veinus, Abraham, The Concerto, Doubleday, Doran & Co. (1944) P• 54. 
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Bach to write the violin concertos first and th·u.s develop his concerto 
technique in an idiom in which models were available. Then be brought 
the clavier. concerto into being by altering the violin solos appropri-
ately. In fact, Spitta considers the clavier concertos as "newer and 
higher developments" rather than mere arrangements of violin concertos. 
It is interesting to analyze the method in which Bach made his 
transcriptions from violin concertos to clavier. The basic technique 
employed was that of transferring the solo violin part to the right band 
' 
clavier part, and of placing in the clavier left hand part a doubling of 
the continuo line. Although Bach did this much of the time, be frequent• 
ly carried the technique further than this. The doubled continuo line 
in the clavier left hand part is frequently embellished, as in the fol-
lowing example taken from the g minor clavier concerto. In Example 1 (a), 
taken from the opening tutti of this first movement, it 'Will be noted 
that the left band of the clavier plays merely the continuo line. The 
passage shown in example 1 (b) is taken from the first solo section. 
One notices the embellishment of the continuo line in the left band part 
of the clavier (the continuo line itself being show of the first staff 
in the example). The reason for the embellishment in this solo section 
is very likely the fact that since the clavier stands to the fore more 
than in the tutti sections, the composer decided to make the left hand 
part fuller in. relation to the right. The two hands, therefore, have a 
somewhat more contrapuntal texture as well. 
In the andante movement of this same concerto, one notices in 
the violin version that the first four measures are played by the or-
chestra alone before the entrance of the solo instrument. In the clavier 
9 
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does not play in the first four measures, the clavier, in its version, 
plqs a doubling of the continuo in the left hand part, while the right 
hand reinforces the ha:monies outlined by the strings in black chords. 
At the point where the violin enters in the former version, the clavier 
right hand pla;rs the melody which was given to the violin, and the left 
hand continues doubling the continuo. In the example 2 (shown on page 
11) the first six measures are shown. 
In the last movement, a similar technique to that employed in 
the first movement is found, with the exception of an interesting phe-
nomena found in two places. At measure 82 of the violin concerto, there 
exists a solo passage which consists of a figuration essentially vio-
linistic, which is definiteq not in the keyboard idiom. In the clavier 
version at the same point, Bach substitutes an entirely different figu-
ration, which is much more suited for the clavier idiom. The same har-
monic outline is used of course in the changed figuration. One readiq 
sees how difficult the violin figure would be to execute on a clavier. 
The example 3 (a) shows the violin version beginning at measure 82; ex-
ample 3 (b) the clavier version at the same point. 
THE FORMAL STRIJCT\J"RE 
With regard to the general overall formal pattern employed in 
the concertos as wholes, the three movement fast-slow-fast sequence 
exists throughout the output. .~though no tempo indications are given 
in the original editions of five out of the seven first movements, their 
character would seem to indicate that they are allegro movements. The 
12 
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tact that tbe second and third movement. are slow and fast respecti vel:y 
would indicate l i keviee, taking into consideration the fact that the 
tast-alov-taet sequence vas so comon in concerted works of tbie period. 
From a structural point of view, the firet and last movements 
are cast in the normal Baroque ri tomellic concerto tom vi tb its con-
stant alternation of tutti and solo to produce contrast. Tbe uin the-
lll&tic idea 11 presented forte by the clavier with the orchestra at both 
tbe beginning and the end of the move111ent. Tutti and solo passages 
al temata continuously throughout the moveunt as in the Brandenbura: 
concerto previously discussed, although in these concertos, of couree, 
the clavier 18 the only solo instrument. Actually both the clavier 
and the string orchestra p~ almost continuously throughout a move-
ment, the tutti- solo contrasts being realised in tbe alternations be-
tween p1ano and torte in the orchestra. The clavier thus plays, of 
courea, at tbe same d,ynaJiic level in both the tutti and solo passages. 
Whereas the form within a movement of a classical concerto 
has a definite pattern of orchestral and solo exposition, development, 
and recapitulation, no similar set pattern exists in the Baroque con-
certo. On the other har,d, this should not imply that a Baroque concer-
to movement is "formless"• As Bukofzer points out, "The continuity of 
late Baroque music was correctly observed, uut its interpretation as a 
"formless" process was obviously tainted by the conception of develop• 
ment in the classic sonata form. The late Baroq~e type of development 
lacked the dram~tic and psychological qualities of the sonata and must 
be distinguished clearly from the classic type. It is best defined as 
"continuous expansion". Being a for.nal pdnciple and not a scheme, it 
lends itself to infinite variation as to formal pattern."! 
The principle of thematic expansion, as Bukofzer thus terms 
it, is one of the most important aspects of the fomal structure in 
these concertos. After a principle theme is stated at the beginning 
of a movement, fragments of the motive, or occassionally the entire 
motive, are repeated continuously in certain places throughout the move-
ment. Between appearances of this principle motive, there appear epi-
sodic passages, which, alor~ with repetitions of principle motivic frag-
ment~, modulate freely. 
An excellent example of this themetic expansion principle may 
be found in the first movement of the d minor concerto (BH'f 1052) from 
bars 28-32. In every measure wHhin that span a fragment of the main 
thematic motive is repeated continuously by the orchestra, progressing 
1 Bukofzer, M., Music in the Baroque Era, W. W. Norton & co. (1947), 
P• 359. 
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downward a fifth each time. As a counterpoint to this idea, the clavier 
engages in arpeggiated figurations which embellish the motive given out 
by the orchestra. Using such devices, the possibilities of modulation 
are innUIIlerable. The .f'ollo'!ling extract (page 17) shows the passage dis-
cussed. 
As Manfred Buko.f'zer, in his study, Music in the Baroque Eral 
states, neither the number o.f' the tuttis nor solos was fixed; there was 
a variation among all the worlcs in this respect. The dominant key does 
not assUIIle the same function which is found in, let us say 1 a classi-
cal concerto. It was only one of llllmY different key relationships which 
could be employed throughout a composition. This aspect will be illus-
trated in further discussion o.f' the first movement of the d minor con-
certo. In this work, Buko.f'zer1s point that frequently the minor domi-
nant was employed, is aptly illustrated, as the second o.f' the four main 
sections of this movement begins in a minor instead of A major. 
Thematic contrast, in the words of Bukofzer, •did not essen-
tially alter the structure of the ri tornello fonn. It was an accessory 
contrast, reserved for the solo, as can be seen in the concertos of 
Vivaldi, Bach, and Handel•.2 In examining the first movement of the Bach 
d minor clavier concerto, one may observe various subsidiary motives in 
addition to the main thematic idea and other episodic passages. Example 
5 (a) and 5 (b) show the main and subsidiary ideas found in this first 
movement. 
I.f' we further observe the first movement of the d minor con-
1 Bukofzer, M., Op. Cit.~ P• 360. 
2 Ibid., PP• 360, 361. 
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certo, one will see hov some of these formal principles are applied 
throughout the movement. Ae the young Canadian pianist and composer 
Glenn Gould points out in his notes to his recording of the concerto 
under discuseion, the movement ~ be divided into four major sections, 
beginning at bars 1, S6, 104, and 172 respectively. Each of these sec-
t:l.ons, save the last one vhich may be con.sidered aa a coda, commences 
vith a ccnplete, or nearly complete, statement o! the main subject. At 
the beginniqr; of the first subject, this statement is, o! course, in 
the tonic. Tbe section commencing at measure S6 begins in the dolllinant 
(a ~nor); the section at measure 104 in the sub-dominant; and the final 
18 
coda at 172 naturally back in the tonic. A point lolbich Mr. Gould brings 
out in his notes is that each of the first three sections, considering 
that they in turn begin on their own "temporary" tonic, modulates to its 
own dominant at first, and then to its mediant before modulating to the 
key in lolbich the next major division begins. In other words, taking 
the first section lolbich begins in d minor, it will be seen that it first 
modulates to a minor with the appearance of the subsidiary idea at 
measure 22. It stays in a minor until measure 28 were the thematic 
expansion begins. After this section and the short episode following, 
a fragment of the main theme is aiTived at which is stated in F major, 
the mediant. 
A further episode leads to the second main section of the 
movement, with the subject beginning on the minor dominant (a minor-bar 
56). At the conclusion of the ritornello lolbich begins this second sec-
tion, an episodic figure based on an a pedal point interwoven into the 
middle of the texture eventually modulates to its dominant (e minor). 
The same figure based on the ! pedal contains a couple of measures in 
lolbich a motivic fragment from the main theme is treated canonically in 
the orchestra. An episode follows this section to carry out the modu-
lation to the mediant of this division, C major. 
At this point, the same treatment is offered to the main 
theme as was found in the corresponding part of the first section. 
Likewise an episode leads to the third major division at 
measure 104, lolbich begins in g minor. The statement of the main theme 
this time is interrupted near its end by a brief cadenza for the solo 
clavier. Considering this section to begin in the temporary tonic of 
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g minor, one then encountera an appearance of a motivic fragment in 
d llinor (measure 116). A modulatozy passage e:xpanding the theme begins 
at measure 1221 eventually leading to a fragment of the main theme stat-
ed in the sub-mediant, B nat major. (measure 134). Following this 
point, a modulation back to the original tonic is effected, and the four-
th section, unlike the rest regarding sequence of modulation, serves as 
a coda and remains entirely within the tonic. A chart of this · fo:nn found 
on the next page should aid in clar:Lfying the details of this analysis. 
This modulatory scheme with its interesting sequence of keys 
is no necessary part of the formal pattern of Bach's concertos. The r 
minor concerto and the A major, for example, are shorter in length and 
more compact in structure; hence the modu1atozy design is much less elab-
orate. While the use of the formal principles of alternating tutti and 
solo is constant, such details as the number of sections, modulations, 
and episodes, are variable. The key relationship between the dominant 
and tonic has no special significance at this time. Hence the minor 
dominant is frequently used since the leading tone of the major dominant 
is not necessazy. 
With regard to the fol'll found in the slow movements, one dis-
covers that var:Lous types are used. For example, that used in the d 
lllinor concerto is one of the most interesting, as it is a chaconne. 
The continuo and the left hand of the solo clavier play the bass line 
while the r:l.ght hand of the clavier plays ornamental var:Lations over the 
bass each time the theme recurs. The chaconne theme is shown below 
(Ex. 6). Between each of the actual var:Lation, a couple of •rree• meas-
CHART I 
DIAGRAM OF FORMAL SCHEME OF FIRST MOVEMENT OF CLAVIER 
CONCERTO IN D MINOR BY J. S. BACH 
SECTION I: STARTS IN D MINOR, ENDS IN A MINOR 
Subsidiary section A: Measures 1-6. Main subject stated by 
tutti in unison. 
Subsidiary section B: Measures 7-27. Solo-tutti alternation; 
main and subsidiary themes stated; mod-
ulation to a minor. 
Subsidiary section C: Measures 28-39. Mostly solo; thematic 
expansion of main subject and episodic 
passage modulating to F major. 
Subsidiary section D: Measures 40-55. Tutti-solo alternation; 
fragments of main subject treated along 
with episodic sections. Modulates to a 
minor. 
SECTION II: STARTS IN J. MINOR, ENDS IN G MINOR 
Subsidiary section A: Measures 56-61. Main subject stated by 
tutti. 
Subsidiary section B: Measures 62-69. Pedal point episode on 
note !• followed by modulation to e minor. 
Subsidiazy section C: Measures 70-90. Pedal point episode on 
note E1 followed by further episodic pas-
sage modulating to c major. 
Subsidiary section D: Measures 91-103. Tutti-solo alterna-
tion; fragments of main motive alterna-
ting with episodic sections. Modulates 
to g minor. 
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CHART I (cont.) 
SECTION III: STARTS IN G I'JINOR, ENDS IN D MINOR 
Subsidiary section A: Measures 104-112. Main subject stated 
by tutti with interpolation of brief solo 
cadenza. 
Subsidiary section B: Measures 113-121. Solo and tutti alte~ 
nation using episodic passages and frag-
ments of main subject. Modulates to d 
minor. 
Subsidiary section C: Measures 122-133. MosUy solo; thematic 
expansion of main subject and episodic 
passage modulating to B-flat major. 
Subsidiary section D: Measures 134-171. All solo; modulates 
to d minor; long episodic passage con-
taining pedal point on tonic note. 
SECTION IV: STARTS AND ENDS IN D MINOR (CODA.) 
Measures 172-190. Tutti-solo alterna-
tion with motivic fragments present most 
of the time; ends with complete unison 
statement of main subject, as had begun 
movement. 
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urea are inserted for pu.rpoeell ot modulation, 88 the theme ill stated 
in different keys throughout the movement. The fact, the last couple 
II 
of measures in some of the variations are themselves altered toward the 
end to ensure a smoother modulation. .l t the end of the 1110vement, the 
bass melody ie heard al.one ae it ws in the beginning. 
The f minor concerto has for its second movement a continu-
ous csntilena in the right hand (profusely omamented) -while the etrings 
sustain the harmonies in pizzicato style throughout the entire movement. 
The A 1118jor concerto larghetto begins with a melody stated in 
the firet violins, supported by the other strings. The clavier later 
enters with a tune of its own. .ln interesting feature is the return of 
the Tiolin tune later on in an approximately reversed order, end in the 
1118jc;>r mode. Example 7 (a) shows a portion of the original. tune, with 
2,3 
~e inversion shown in exuple 7 (b) . Therea.rter both nrsiona ot tbie 
thematic idea are used, with the clavier continuously participating with 
its counte~melod;y. 
Ex. 7( .. ) 
STYLISTIC ASPEC'lS 
From a st7l18tic point of View, the Bach concertos are unique 
in the concerto literature, In these worics, the clarter does not asiJ\IIle 
the more prord..nent soloi~tic role which is co:mon in later periods, All 
was stated previously, it pls1s continuouel.y throughout a movem,.nt along 
vith the orchestra, while the tutti- eolo idea is carried out br the 
change in d)'namic levels in the orchestra fl'Olll piano to torte and vice 
Yersa. There 18 no distinct opposition between solo and tutti , Tbe 
clavier tone predaninates throughout, but as part of an ensemble rather 
than as a eolo.1 
In the elarter concerto the solo inetl'WIIent, because of 1 ta 
timbre, DillY' be brought into sharper contrast vi th the tutti than could 
1 Spitta, P. , Op• Cit., Vol , ), P• 110. 
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the violin in the violin concerto, becuase the timbre of the clavier 
contrasted sharply ld th that of the string orchestra. Likewise, when 
the clavier was used as one of the inst:roments of the continuo, although 
in a background role, its peculiar timbre caused it to stand out, and 
it not only supported the solo, but bound the different instruments of 
both soli and tutti together. Then no distinct opposition really ex-
isted between solo and tutti. When Bach relinquished the clavier from 
its role in the continuo to the more prominent position in the clavier 
concerto, he thus retained the prolllinence of the clavier tone, but of 
course gave it a much greater role as a solo instrument than it had had 
in the continuo. 
Bach used the orchestra for increased volumn of tone, number 
of parts, and added color. The principle of solo vs. tutti is realized 
in these concertos through an al temation of dynamics in the orchestra 
rather than by the dropping out of the orchestra in the solo sections; 
this usage was made possible by the timbre of the solo clavier whose 
tone cut through that of the string orchestra. Its sound, moreover, 
was reinforced by that of the second clavier playing in the continuo 
which supported it and at the same time bound it together ld th the dif-
ferent inst:roments of the tutti. Thus clavier tone was a predominating 
element at all times in these concertos but was not used for building 
contrast between tutti and solo sections. The prominence of clavier 
tone was enhanced still further by the rather thin orchestration, which 
consisted of first and second violin parts, a viola, and continuo. The 
orchestra employed in these works was thus chamber sized, causing the 
works to possess a rather intimate character in contrast to later works 
in which the orchestra was of symphonic proportions. 
MULTI-CLAVIER CONCERTOS 
With regard to the concertos for two, three, and four claviers 
and orchestra, since more than one clavier exist as solo instruments, 
the works may be considered more from the concerto grosso point of view. 
The solo instruments alternste and interact with each other as well as 
with the orchestra in such cases. 
Like the concertos for one clavier, many of the multi-clavier 
concertos were originally written for other instruments. One of the 
two-clavier concertos in c minor (BWV lo62), for instance, is a tran-
scription of the famous double concerto in d minor for two violins. 
Another c minor concerto for two claviers is believed to be based upon 
a previous vel'51on for two other instruments, but in this case, since 
the original version is lost, one is not sure of the original two in-
struments for which the work was intended. However, it is believed 
that they were either two violins, or an oboe and violin. In these 
transcriptions, like those for one clavier, Bach gave the melodic lines 
of both solo instruments to the right hand of each clavier, while the 
left hand played embellishments built around the continuo line. The 
following example shows how this kind of adaptation was made. Example 
8 (a) shows the clavier version. Example 8 (b) shows a portion of the 
original melodic lines of the violin concerto in d minor with the figured 
bass on the second staff. 
BOStON '-INI¥"\:HSITY 
1JNE AND APPL.IEO AiUS UIIAAR'I' 
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Tbe double c).avier concerto in C major may be considered unique 
in that it is the only one of Bach's clavier concertos 'Which is definite-
ly an ori8inal version. I.! .ract, it is also believed that it was ori8i-
nally a composition !or two claviers alone, as the orchestra plays a de-
finitely subordinate role. The two claviers play by theJMelves much of 
the time, with the orchestra entering on occasion !or sake of a coloris-
tic contrast. In such places, the strings mainly reinforce passages in 
the clavier parts. 
In the second movement, the orchestra is elindnated co~~pletely, 
the solo instruments taking over in a beautiful sicilia110. 
The third movement is a five voice fugue of tremendous dillen-
siollll. It is diVided so that when all five voices are heard simultane-
ously, three voices are played on one claVier and the two remaining ones 
on the other. The claviers play alone much of the time, with the strings 
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entering occasionally for purposes of contrast and reinforcement. 
However, it always doubles existing voices; never does it consist of 
independent ones. In this movement, as in other fugal concerto ones, 
the fozm must be expanded to a great extent so that its length may 
equal that of the other movements. This necessitates the use of a 
rather long subject, as may be seen in example 9. Episodes of con-
siderable length must also be used. In a regular fugal movement, the 
tutti passages are concerned with the subject while the solo passages 
are involved mainly in episodic material. However, in the case of 
this C major concerto, the fugal movement is not of the same type, as 
the orchestra appears only occasionally for sake of contrast, as in 
the first movement. After the Whole exposition is presented, the or-
chestra first makes its appearance beginning at measure 30, and plays 
with the claviers until measure 48. The claviera then engage primari-
ly in episodic material until measure 83, at which point the orchestra 
again enters. From this point until the end of the movement, there 
occur briefer and more frequent alternations between solo and tutti. 
In the magnificent firat movement of the c minor concerto 
for two claviers which was transcribed for the two violin concerto, 
one also discovers a fugal movement. This one, however, is construct-
ed in the usual concerto manner. In the tuttis, the right hand cla-
vier parts engage in the subject material while the left hands play 
ornamental variants of the continuo line. Therefore, the fugal mate-
rial is entirely concentrated within the two right hand voices, which 
are also doubled by the first and second violin parts. The left hands 
are thus completely independent of the fugal parts, as is the viola. 
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The;r aerel,y sern to proVide additional contrapuntal lines and to enrich 
the ha:naonic support. During the episodes the moti Vic fragments are 
alw;rs stated by the orchestra, 'While the claViers engage 1n free fi&u-
ration. 
There exist tvo concertos for three claners and orch .. tra, 
1n d ainor and C ujor respectbel)-. It 11 beliend tbat both of these 
COJIIPOsitione are arrangements of earlier vorlce , 'Which u:r not have been 
written by Bach himself. According to Geiringer, the d lld.nor concerto 
111&7 have been transcribed from an original vorlt for Violin, nute, oboe, 
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and orchestra, while the C major may have been taken from a work for 
three violins and orchestra. 
In these works for three claviers, the same basic concerto 
principles are maintained. Spitta points out that the orchestra serves 
once again to support and strengthen the musical developments, the lat-
1 
ter of which are left to the claviers alone. However, there also ex-
ists, within the first movements, a sort of symphonic concept. since 
no opposition exists between a tutti and a solo phrase.1 Although the 
tutti-solo alternations are marked, the resson for lack of OPPOSition 
stems from the fact that the three claviers• being used together in 
both tutti and solo phrases. tend to obscure the dynamic contrasts 
within the orchestra from piano to forte. This happens because of the 
greater volumn of tone produced by three claviers instead of only one 
or two. In the first movement of the d minor concerto. only one major 
passage exists where a definite contrast does occur (from measures 79-
109) where only one clavier plqs ( the other two remaining silent). 
In the C major concerto. there are only two very brief passages where 
the claviers enter imitatively, at which places there seems to be more 
of a contrast between solo and tutti. 
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In the second and final movements of both concertos, the tutti-
solo .contrast is very much in evidence. In the slow movel'lent of the d 
minor, tutti passages in which the right hands of all the clavierists 
plq in unison with the first violins and the left hands and lower strings 
give the hannonic support, alternate with passages in which the orchestra 
1 Spitta, P., Qp. Cit., Vol. 3, PP• 147-149. 
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(except the 'cello continuo) drops out. Here the right hand of the 
first clavier takes an independent melody with accompaniment in the 
other two clavier parts. 
The slow movement of the C major concerto consists of pas-
sages in which the orchestra predominates (the claviers merely realis-
ing the figured bass) and other solo passages in which the claviers 
predominate entirely. 
The last movement of the d minor concerto is in typical con-
certo fugal style, w:i. th tutti utilising subject material, and the solo 
participating in the episodes. In all these episodes, in order to 
maintain a tutti•solo contrast, only one clavier is used; the other 
two drop out completely. The last movement of the C major, although 
not a fugue, uses the same devices as the d minor. 
In multi-clavier concertos such as these, it is interesting 
to observe the relationship between the claviers themselves. It will 
be noted that, in general, the three claviers have a much more equal 
role in the C major concerto than in the d minor. Clavier I in the d 
minor, for instance, near the end of the first movement, takes all the 
virtuosic passages in thirty second notes while the other claviers 
merely accompaey. In the second movement it likewise takes over the 
entire melodic part in the solo passages, while the other merely pro-
vide the harmonies. Although, in the last movement, claviers II and 
III have episodic passages to themselves, it is noted that clavier I 
has two such passages while II and III have only one apiece. In the 
C major concerto, however, there is much mre of an equal share of the 
material given to each of the three claviers. They all share equally 
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i~ the melodic lll&ter:l.al of the tirst and second 110vements, and in the 
tJUrd, each clavier is alloted one solo episodic passage apiece. 
An interesting feature to be noticed in the tirst movement 
of the C aajor concerto is the aelodic opposition between the claviers 
and tutti in the opening phrase, which of course recurs repeated]Jr 
throughout the vorlc. The example belov, shoVing the tirst tvo measures 
of the melodic parts, Uluetratee this opposition. 
In vr:l.tl.ng the multi- clavier concertos, Bach encountered the 
probll!lll of havi.Dg sbd.lar base Unes in the solo part, if he gave the 
melodic lines to the right hands. As Oeir:l.nger points out , he solved 
the problea by alternating the ulodic aater:l.al vi th the different 
claviers, letting the other claviers act in tum u continuo inst:ru• 
aente.1 
1 Oeir:l.nger, K. , Op. Cit. , P• 289. 
J4 
The a minor concerto for four claviers and orchestra is an 
arrangement of the concerto in B minor for four violins by Vivaldi. 
Bach, however, altere the concerto somewhat, to make it more suitable 
for the clavier idiom. The bass lines are given more independence, 
the middle parts are wortced out more richly, and the solo parts are 
made more contrapuntal.1 The solo movement in this wortc is really a 
kind of introduction to the finale, consisting of two sections of 
continuously modulating chord progressions, one section involving the 
alternation of orchestra and clavier with strong dotted rhythms re-
miniscent of the French overture, and the other using arpeggiated 
figurations in the second, third, and fourth claviers. The first and 
third movements are cast in typical concerto style with the tutti and 
solo alternations. 
1 Spitta, P., Op• Cit., Vol. 3, P• 149. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE CLAVIER CONCERTOS lm'WEEN THE ERAS OF 
J, S. BACH AND MOZART 
At the culminatioh of the late Baroque, during the produc· 
tive periods of Bach and Handel, the beginnings of a new musical cycle 
were beginning to be felt. As the Baroque s~yle in itself constituted 
a sort of reaction against certain principles of the Renaissance, a 
similar reaction against the Baroque ws beginning around 1725 or 1730, 
The late Baroque style in which instrwaental countez:point was carried 
to its greatest realization, was beginning to be displaced by various 
new styles which were predominantly monophonic in texture. 
The first of these reactionary styles was known as the stile 
galant. Prettiness and gaiety were the qualities associated with it; 
there was no emotionalism or deeper meaning inherent therein, so it 
ass11111ed a rather superficial character, Practically all the composers 
'Who lived in the era wrote in the style, 'Which was centered primarily 
in southern and western Europe from roughly 1730 to 1770. 
'While this first reaction against the Baroque was progress-
ing, a new reaction to the stile galant set in1 and was primarily cen-
tered in northern Europe, Composers such as K, P. E. Bach felt that 
there had been enough of the superficial 't>rettY" 111Usic turned out, and 
that composers should tum their attention toward music of greater sub--
stance and emotional depth. Thus was ushered in the period of sensi-
bilit;r, or 11Emptindsamkeit"• It harkened back to the emotionalism of 
the Baroque; in .fact there is enough emotion expressed in Philip 
Emmanuel's music to remind one of the same quslit;r in his father's. 
There was also a return to certain forms of the Baroque in which coun-
terpoint played a role, but in which the 1110nophonic texture still pre• 
dominated. All the important composers who lived throughout the era 
from roughl;y 1760 to 1790 utilized elements of the Empfindsamkeit at 
a certain point in their creative careers. 
After these two movements had progressed along their separate 
paths, the elements from both the stile galant and the Empfindsamkeit 
st;rle were synthesized into a new expressive medium. The st;rle con-
sisted of the elements of prettiness and gaiety being perfectl;y blend-
ed vi th emotional warmth and depth of expression. The composers who 
carried it to a pinnacle are, of course, Haydn and Mozart. 
As -a part of the transformation and change in musical style 
between the Baroque and Classic eras, musical forms such as the concer-
to and sonata were transformed, and new musical forms such as the sym-
phony and string quartet were born. Various elements used in the 
Baroque era were employed in the new clasic st;rle, although their tunc-
tion became different. This fact w:l.ll be substantiated in the section 
with the change from the ritornellic form of concerto movement to the 
Classic eras, and that it play-ed an extremely important role in both 
eras is well evidenced. 
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THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE CONCERro FORM 
FROM THE RITORNELLIC TO THE DOUBLE EXPOSITION TYPE 
Before co11111encing a discussion of the clavier concertos 
between Bach and Mozart, it would be in order to devote some atten-
tion to the transformation of the fo:nn from the ritornellic to the 
classic double exposition types. It will be seen that certain featu~ 
es of the former are carried over and utilized in the framework of the 
latter, but with a somewhat different function. 
The main principle upon which the Baroque concerto was based 
was that of tutti-solo alternation for purposes of contrast. It wss 
observed that the tutti sections were concerned with statements of the 
main ritornellic theme, while the solo sections utilized episodic rna• 
terial along with expansions of the main ritornellic material. Neither 
the tutti nor the solo sections dominated each other; they were both 
of equal importance. 
Eric Simon, in an article entitled "The Double Exposition in 
the Classic Concerto", published in the Spring 1957 (Vol. 10, No. 3) 
issue of the Journal of the American Muaicalogical Society, points out 
the change in emphasis and function of the ritornellic section in an 
earlier and a later clavier concerto by Johann Christian Bach, one of 
the most important concerto composers between J. s. Bach and Mozart. 
In the first example, the first movement of the concerto in B-fiat, 
written in Berlin in 1752, one notices a similar function of the tutti 
and solo as was round in the concertos of Sebastian, namely that of 
providing contrast between the opposing forces. Simon points out that 
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although the number of tuttis and solos could be varied, by 1750 four 
main tuttis (of Which the third was of lesser importance) and three 
main solo passages occurred in most cases. There could exist within 
the large solo sections brief tutti interjections which would last for 
only a phrase or two. It will be noticed in the diagram (reproduced 
from the article) on the following page that the tuttis and solos al-
ternate with each other in sections which are of approximately equal 
length. The competitors for the most part use their own thematic ma-
terial Which thus provides for further contrast between the sections. 
The solo sections are someWhat more thematic and less episodic in 
character than in the Baroque concerto. The third solo section, al-
though different at its beginning from the first solo, resembles the 
former in its latter half. This latter aspect also constitutes a step 
toward the later classic type, in which the first and third solo sec-
tions become the solo exposition and recapitulation sections respec-
tively. 
It may be said at this point that thematic relations between 
the solo sections var.r to such a degree that, as Silllon indicates, the 
ritornellic type concerto may not be described adequately in thematic 
terms. Sometimes there is no thematic relationship between the solo 
sections, whereas in other cases the first and third solo sections re-
semble each other thematically while the second is different. In still 
other examples such as the one under discussion, there is some thematic 
resemblance between the first and third solo sections. 
In conti~st to the concertos of his father, examples such as 
this B-nat concerto present several thematic ideas in the opening 
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CHART II 
DIAGRAM OF FORMAL SCHEME OF J • C. BACH 
CONCERTO IN B-FLAT 
(1752) 
TUTTI I: ALL IN TONIC 
Themes: A. B c D E 
Measures: 8 10 6 4 2 
SOLO I: MODULATES TO V IN PARI' H 
Themes: F G (Ah)* H J 
Measures: 8 3 2 8 12 
TUTTI II: ALL IN V 
Themes: A c• D E' 
Measures: 8 6 4 12 
SOLO II: 
Themes: F (Dominant) L (Modulation to vi) 
Measures: 8 35 
TUTTI III: 
Themes: A (vi) D' (Hodulation to I) 
Measures: 
SOLO III: 
Themes: A** (Ah) H' J 
Measures: 8 2 10 32 
TUTTI IV: TUTTI I (DA CAPO) 
* Tutti interjection of head motif of principle subject 
** Third and fourth measures of the passage are tutti dialogue 
with solo 
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tutti, some of which, in following ones, are repeated. It is noted that 
the third tutti is of considerably less importance than the others. The 
final tutti, in this example, is a literal repetition of the first one, 
being similar in this respect to the worl!:s of Sebastian. 
The other diagram shows the concerto, Op.l, No. 1 of J. c. 
Bacb, written in London in 1763. One observes that this movement is 
fashioned in the classical foi'lll, one of the earliest examples to be 
thus treated. Upon his arrival in London, Bach abandoned suddenly the 
ritornellic form and immediately effected a transfer to the classic 
type. 
As Simon points out in the article, one could look at this 
diagram and consider that the piece is still in ritornellic fonn, but 
the fact whicb decrees otherwise is that there is a strong change of 
emphasis on the part of the tutti sections. With the exception of the 
first of these, they are considerably shorter in length than in the 
previous ritornellic example. Functionally, the second, third and 
fourth sections serve merely to conclude the solo exposition, develop-
ment, and recapitulation sections respectively. They appear at these 
places rather briefly for sake of contrast to the concertante sections. 
In the ritornellic example, it was seen that the tuttis act as the 
supports or pillars, as Simon puts it, upon which the whole structure 
of the movement is based. 
In the chart of this movement, it is seen that certain themes 
(labeled by letter) are presented in the opening tutti, following which 
the solo exposition reiterates the first of these and then proceeds to 
present new material. The final, or closing tutti of the solo exposi-
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CHART III 
DIAGRAM OF IDHMAL SCHEME OF J. C. BACH 
CONCERTO, OP. 1, NO. 1 
EXPOSITION 
TUTTI EXPOSITION ( TUTTI I) (IN TONIC) 
Themes: A 
:Measures: 12 
c 
9 
D 
8 
E 
11 
SOLO EXPOSITION (SOLO I) (MODULATING TO DOMINANT AT F) 
Themes: A' F** G 
Measures: 14 14 27 
CLOSING TUTTI ( TUTTI II) (IN DOMINANT) 
Themes: A C 
Measurest 12 9 
DEVELOPMENT 
SOLO DEVELOPMENT (SOLO II) 
Themes t H (MODULATE TO VI "WITH FULL CLOSE, FOLLOWF...D 
Measures: .34 BY FURTHER MODULATION TO TONIC) 
TUTTI III (IN TONIC) 
Themes: 
Measures a 
K>TIF FROM C, ENDING "WITH HALF CADENCE 
4 
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CHARr lli (cont.) 
RECAPITULATION 
SOLO RECAPITULATION ( SOLO III) ( IN TONIC) 
Themes: A1 G 
Measures: 14 27 
FINAL TUTTI (TUTTI IV) (IN TONIC) 
Themes: E 
Measures 1 11 
* This second tutti subject in tutti exposition is in the dominant; 
such passing key changes occur frequently in classical concerto 
expositions 
** Section F starts with same two measure motif that starts section 
B, but it continues differently 
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tion reiterates two of the ideas from the opening one. The development 
consists entirely of new material, mostly figuration passages. The 
third solo section, in this case, is an abridged repetition of the solo 
exposition. 
It is observed that this fonn is somewhat resemblant of the 
ritornellic in that the solo sections are relatively independent of 
the tuttis thematically. However, as we shall observe in the chapter 
concerning Mozart, later, the third solo or recapitulation section, 
utilizes material from both the first tutti or orchestral exposition, 
and the solo exposition, when there was a variance of material in the 
fonner two sections. The final tutti in these early classic examples 
didn't possess a cadenza, as was customary later on. If there existed 
a cadenza, it usually occurred between the recapitulation and the final 
tutti. This final tutti no longer reiterates the opening tutti as in 
the ritomellic type, but simp!y serves as a brief coda to the won. 
We have observed how certain elements such as the tutti and 
solo alternating sections of the Baroque concerto ritornello from were 
carried over into the classic era and utilized as a part of that idiom. 
:Jut the tutti 1s fonner position as a support upon which the entire 
movement was built was changed to that of merely concluding that ex-
position, development, and recapitulation, thus serving as a brief 
contrast between those sections. Instead of there being seven,sepa-
rate sections of tutti-solo alternations there are now four main sec-
tions with coda in which the second, third and fourth tuttis formed 
parts of the larger sections. 
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GENERAL REMA11KS CONCERNING CONCERTOS OF THE PEIIIOD 
Having considered the transformation Which took place in the 
evolution of the classical concerto !om from that of the Baroque, it 
would be well to discuss general features of the concertos by such 
figures as Wilhelm Friedemann Bach, Karl Philip Emmanuel Bach, and 
Johann Christian Bach, all of Whom were sons of Sebastian. MGntion 
will also be made of worlcs by Wagenseil and H!l1'dn• 
c. M. Girdlestone, in his book Mozart and his Piano Concel:'-
~· devotes a bit to a brief survey of the concerto from Bach to llozart. 
He states that there was considerable variety in the overall fomal 
schemes of the concertos as wholes. This stemmed from the fact that 
"each composer is looking for his path, and the differences between one 
and the other come less from great personal originality than from the 
absence of a type capable of acting as a model.•1 After experiments 
bad been made and various elements assimilated, by these various com-
posers a set scheme evolved, which is evidenced in the 110rlcs of Mozart 
as we shall observe later. 
THE CONCERTOS OF WILHELM FRIEDEMANN BACH 
Wilhelm Friedemann Bach, the eldest son of Sebastian, wrote 
four concertos for one clavier and strings, and one for two claviers 
and strings along with brass instruments and t;ympani. There is also 
one incomplete concerto of one and one half movements. As Geiringer 
1 Girdles tone, c. M., Mozart and his Piano Concertos, University of 
Oklahoma Press (1952) 1 p, 21. 
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points out, these works are based on the concerto fonn of the late 
Baroque, but the style progresses considerably beyond that of the 
father.l 
The earlier concertos, written in Dresden, consist of five 
tuttis and four solos, while in the later works written in Halle, the 
number is reduced to four tuttis and three solos. The earlier works 
show an abundance of thematic ideas in the tuttis, similar to the works 
of J. c. Bach just discussed, with a more emotions!, subjective treat-
ment of the clavier part and a predominance of homophonic texture. 
However, in the Halle worlcs 1 he reverts more to the practice of his 
father, with a lesser number of thematic ideas presented, and a greater 
concentration and more consistent development employed. Geiringer in-
dicates that, in the concertos as a whole, the relationship between 
solo and tutti is not unlike that found in nineteenth centu:cy concerto. 
An interesting feature to be found in one of the concertos, 
namely that in F1 is that one of the themes in the first movement is 
again quoted in the final one, thereby giving t.'le piece greater unity. 
Experiments such as this foreshadowed the romantic cyclic fonns, tn 
which one of the pril111! elements was the recurrence of themes in differ-
ent movements. 
THE CONCERTOS OF K. P. E. BACH 
In the concertos of K. P. E. Bach, of which fifty-two exist, 
one notices various features which point the ~ toward the later clas-
1 Geiringer, K., Op. Cit., P• 326 
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sic methods, The majority of the output, written in Berlin between 
1740 and 1768, contain a three movement fast-slow-fast sequence, with 
three to five tutti sections common in each movement. Each tutti is 
varied in length, some containing two contrasting subjects, sequences, 
and a coda, This feature naturally foreshadows the opening tutti of 
the later classical concertos. The soli utilize fragrnents of previ• 
ous thematic material, as well as new figurative ideas, In many of 
his worlcs, as well as in the sample from J. c. Bach which we exami~ 
ed, the solo sections exercir.e someWhat the functions of exposition, 
development, and recapitulation. In the earlier works, the composer 
leans somewhat toward the stile galant concept, but the majority ex-
hibit a greater emotional depth Which looks ahead to Beethoven, as 
Girdlestone and Schering point out. 
Between 1762 and 1764, K, P, E, Bach changed his concept of 
the clavier concerto somewhat, in an effort to get away from the Berlin 
school and to become more acquainted with other continental styles. He 
modeled his worl!:s in this period ai'ter the style of the Viennese court 
compo!er Wagenseil and the young Haydn, These concertos, oz· Sonatinas, 
as they are titled are "suite like divertimenti with a prominent solo 
part, preserving the same key throughout each composition, nl There is 
considerable formal variety within these worlcs, one consisting of a 
theme with variations, another of eight movements in which two are i-
dentically alike and two other pairs are closely related. Other worlcs 
are in the three movement scheme but do not contain the fast-slow-fast 
1 Geiringer, K., Qp. Cit., P• 366, 
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sequence. All the movements could be fast, or the first could be slow 
with the latter two being fast. 
The climax or~.P.& Bach's career as a concerto composer is 
evidenced in the ten concertos for one clavier and the one for t1;o which 
were composed in Hamburg, after he moved from Berlin to take up his 
duties as Telemann•s successor in charge of the music in the city's 
churches. These works, from a formal point of view, achieve a closer 
unity, in that many movements lead immediately into succeeding ones 
without pause, thua foreshadowing such works as Beethoven's fifth con-.' 
certo and certain wo1ics of t~e romantic era. Other features in these 
works include the use of the same introduction in both the first and 
second movements of the G major concerto, and the organization of the 
c minor into one continuoua movement w1 th the sonata fom being combin-
ed with an overall four movement sequence. The exposition is followed 
by an andante and minuet before the finale, which is a recapitulation 
of the first section. These features are some of the many experiments 
made in this transitional epoch in which composers were exploring new 
paths out of which grew the set formal pattern found in the later clas-
sic era. 
From a stylistic point of view, the Berlin and Hamburg works 
steer further away from the stile galant and grow more emotional and 
i i t l ( ) subject ve n treatmen • He also states that in these works Berlin 
the idiom is not always of a claviE>:rl.stic nature, as the composer, like 
his father, frequently transcribed the same works for two other solo 
l Geiringer, K., Op. Cit., p. 367. 
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instruments, namely the 'cello and flute. However, in the later sona-
tinas and Hamburg concertos, the idiom is very clavieristic. The emo-
tiona! depth of some of these works points more directly to Beethoven 
1 than to Mozart. It is generally known that K. P. E. Bach was more of 
an influence on Beethoven, and that J. C. Bach had a greater influence 
on Mozart. 
The single two clavier concerto written by K. P. E. Bach is 
extremely interesting in that one harpsichord and one pianoforte are 
specifically prescribed. Aside from this, the opening statement of 
the main tutti at the beginning is marked piano, which contrasted great-
ly with the nonnal forte opening passages. 
Geiringer states "Emanuel's last concertos, in which all sty-
listie elements of his earlier works were amalgamated, contributed much 
to the fame of their author; in northern Genna.ny they were performed 
long after Emanuel's death, and were superceded only by Beethoven's 
compositions in this field.•1 
THE CONCERTOS OF JOHANN CHRISTIAN BACH 
Possibly the greatest direct influences on Mozart 1 s clavier 
concertos were the works in the form by Johann Christian Bach, the 
youngest son of Sebastian. The clavier concerto was one of Christian's 
favorite fonns, and specimens date from the early period in which he 
was under the influence of his older brother Emanuel in Berlin, as well 
as from the Italian and London periods. 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
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1 Geiringer, K., Op. Cit., P• 367. 
FINE AND •pe,;ED A.HS U!IIIAft' 
The change in form from the ritornellic to the classic type 
has already been dealt with at length, so it would be well to discuss 
mainly stylistic £eatures in the works at this point. 
The first works of Christian in the form were a set of six 
concertos composed in Berlin, and exhibit influences of his brother 
Emanuel such as the subjective emotionalism and the use of minor modes 
in ma~ movements, a practice which he later abandoned. 
Three concertos in E flat, A, and E, were written during the 
composer's sojoum in Italy. They also show a certain amount of his 
brother's in£1uence, but much Italian as well, particularly in the me-
lodic portions where the art of bel canto made itself felt. 
In London, during the composer's mature period, Christian's 
style became more brilliant and exhuberant. Less of the e1110tionalism 
of the earlier periods is evident. In London, it was necessary also 
for Christian to please the amateurs in the salons where he played; 
therefore the simplification of texture and technique was in order. 
The orchestration shrank from the fomer accompanying body of a string 
quartet to two violins and a 'cello. is was seen in an example taken 
from this London period in an earlier section, from a formal point of 
view, Christian has now switched to the classic type, which Mozart 
later took over and expanded. On the latter's London visit in 1763, 
he became well acquainted with Christian. There is little doubt of 
the influence which stems from this visit. The relationship between 
solo and tutti is much more symphonic and less competitive in these 
London works although it was left to Mozart to further emancipate the 
orchestra. 
so 
While in London, Bach wrote three sets of six concertos, pub-
lished as Opus 1, Op. 1. and Op. 13. The movement pattern was not uni-
form as it had been in the earlier concertos. In each set, four con-
certos have two movements a piece, while the remaining two have three. 
An interesting feature of the latter two London sets is the fact that 
it was specified that either the harpsichord or the pianoforte could 
be used. Christian probably preferred the newer instrument, a fact 
which is substantiated by the use of Alberti-bass figurations which are 
peculiar to the new pianoforte. The melodic material is primarily writ-
ten for an instrument making it possible to obtain the dynamic shadings 
without which the melodies would lack expressiveness. 
As Geiringer indicates, many aspects of Mozart's style are 
found in these works, such as arpeggiated accompaniments to the melo-
dies given out by the strings, and the interplay of motifs between 
piano and strings.1 
In the last set of six concertos, written in 1777 as Op. 131 
the orchestration is increased by the optional addition of oboes and 
horns to the strings. A more powerful orchestra is desired by the co~ 
poser to give added color to the texture, but, as Girdlestone s~s, 
since the addition was optional, Christian probably did not consider 
the orchestral color of prime importance. This characteristic was left 
to Mozart to fully realize. 
Various folk and national elements were introduced in Chris-
tian's clavier concertos. In No. 4 in B•fiat, Op. 131 the final move-
1 Geiringer, K., Op• Cit., P• 429. 
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ment consists of variations on a Scottish folksong "The Yellow-Haired 
Laddie". In another movement from the concerto, Op. 1, No. 6, "God 
Save the Kingu is treated in a set of variations. 
WAGENSEIL 
Another composer whose concerto style influenced Mozart was 
George Christoph Wagenseil, a composer at ti1e Viennese court who taught 
the Hapsburg Archduchess. He cultivated a much simpler type of clavier 
concerto than had K. P. E. Bach and Christian in their mature works. 
But they furnished a basis upon which Christian Bach, and later Mozart, 
built. 
THE CONCERTOS OF HAYDN 
The concerto does not play a great role in Haydn's develop-
ment as a composer as it did in Mozart 1 s. It is of course gener~ly 
known that both Haydn and Mozart were both pre-eminent in the fields 
of the symphony, string quartet, and religious music of the later 
eighteenth centu:ey, but the same may not be said of the clavier con-
certo. There is a rather valid reason for this, as Veinus points out 
in his book, ·The Concerto .2 Whereas Mozart, in his Vienna years, 
lacked an official position which would provide him with income, he 
needed to perform in public concerts in order to earn something. The 
1 Spitta, P., Op• Cit., Vol. 31 P• 149. 
2 Veinus, A., Op• Cit., PP• 126-127. 
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concerto was the primar,y vehicle for such performances, thus the great 
number he wrote. On the other hand, Haydn was in no such position. 
For thirty years, roughly 1r60 to 1790, he was in charge of the music 
at the court of Prince Esterhasy at Eisenstadt and later Esterhaz. His 
duties there were numerous; he was in charge of the musicians, had to 
compose all kinds of music, was in charge of the purchasing of other 
liiUSic from publishers, and had to conduct and rehearse the liiUSicians 
for the court performances. Therefore, since he had all these duties 
and more, it was not necessar,y for him to perfo:nn his own wortts for 
money, as did Mozart. Since Prince Esterhazy 11118 himself a musician, 
Haydn had to be careful not to ever perform with greater proficiency 
then the former; this ~ also account for the fact that the concertos 
which he did write are not brilliant to the degree of Mozart's. As a 
perfo:nner, on a keyboard ill8trolllent, Haydn was fairly proficient, but 
not brilliant as were Mozart and Beethoven. 
Karl Geiringer, in his worlc •Haydn - A Creative Life in Music" 
indicates that in his own catalogue, Haydn listed four clavier or organ 
concertos, but that recent research has indicated that ten or twelve 
such compositions were written. The earlier concertos have more of a 
leaning toward chamber proportions as was found in the Baroque and com-
temporaries of his, but later on the clavier is given a more prominent 
role.1 
It is also indicated by Geiringer that the clavier concerto, 
as we also discovered with J. s. Bach, 11118 influenced by the violin 
1 Geiringer, K., Haydn - A Creative Life in Music, w. w. Norton & Co. 
(1946), P• 197 • 
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concerto.1 A similar technique was employed; that of giving the melod-
ic line of the right hand to the clavier, and the left hand doubling the 
bass line. Someti.mes both hands of the· clavier engage in scale or triad 
passages. A C major concerto written in 1756 written for the clavier 
but also used as an organ one, is typical of the early works. The en-
semble character is heightened by the employment of a large orchestra 
(comparatively speaking) using strings, two oboes, and two trumpets. 
Thus the clavier is less domi.J:IS.ting. 
In 1760, another C ~~~ajor ~ was composed, T:\J.is also has 
somewhat of an ensemble character, but the orchestration consists only 
of strings. From a fonnal point of view, the corner movements are in 
sonata form, with both the exposition and development-recapitulation 
repeated. It is distinctly the form used in sonatas and· symphonies of 
the period, not the classical concerto form used in the later Haydn, 
and Mozart's and Beethoven's works. Such a form is in keeping with the 
,style of this concerto, in which Baroque aspects of tutti-solo alter-
nation are evident. The necessar,r elements of the classic sonata form 
are also evident, however. The modulation to the dominant is carried 
out in the exposition, where the thematic sections are also apparant; 
the development proceeds to modulate to various keys using material 
based on the exposition, and the recapitulation states the original ma-
terial all in the tonic. The clavier part is interwoven closely with 
that of the orchestra; sometimes embellishing the latter; sometimes 
stating thematic material with the support of the latter. Virtuosity 
is non-evident; as Geiringer states, thus this wort!: and the one, also 
1 Ibid,, P• 198. 
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in c, of 1764, are called "divertimenti•, little distinction being made 
in this period of the COJIIPoser's career between concertos, chamber 
music, or orchestral works.l 
As specimens of concertos written in the seventies, the F and 
G major ones may be taken. The former introduces the classical concer-
to type first movement, llhile the rondo is in sonata fo:nn as was found 
in the C major example. In the first movement, the clavier may take 
over the continno part in the orchestral exposition, and then take over 
the role of solo instrwaent upon the commencement of the second exposi• 
tion. Fro111 a stylistic point of view, the clavier part is more inde-
pendent of the tutti, being more virtuosic in character than in the pre-
vious specimen. In this period of Haydn's career, the concertos asSUIIIe 
a style which is ve:cy distinguishable from the divertimenti with clavier 
obbligato. 
The G major concerto is even more advanced stylistically than 
the F major. The clavier part is still more brilliant, with the addi-
tion of full chords appearing in places such as the beginning of the 
slow movement, and the classical concerto fonn is still adhered to, with 
the customary fast-slow-fast sequence of movements. However, the finale 
this time is a rondo with the refrain theme recurring in different keys 
throughout the course of '\'.he movement. This feature is reminiscent of 
the Baroque retornellic fo:n~~; one observes that the classical rondo with 
the recurring refrain usually in the same key has not yet evolved. The 
orchestration in this work boasts the addition of horns. 
The final concerto written by Haydn, as far as is known, is 
1 Geiringer, K., Haydn - A Creative Life in Music, P• 2ll. 
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That in D major, composed in 1784. This is fairly well known to ll18llY 
piano students, and has a brilliant solo part. The orchestration con-
sists of two oboes and two horns in addition to clavier and strings. 
The fom is similar to that of the previous concerto. As to the style, 
the solo frequently engages in arpeggiated figurations which fonn the 
solo portion of the second subject, decorating the orchestral part (ex. 
ll), the development being based entirely on this idea as well. It is 
also interesting to note the typical harpsichord style of writing, 
found in the accompaniment of the main theme of this first movement. 
The repeated thirds are a predominant characteristic of harpsichord 
style, (Ex. 12) and are a good indication of whether a piece is intend-
ed for that instrument or the pianoforte during this transition period, 
if such is not specifically stated in writing. Like wise, alberti bass 
figurations are characteristic of pianoforte style. 
The slow movement of this work is based to a large degree on 
triplet figurations, which are treated in the development section in 
interesting interplay between solo and orchestra (ex. 13). The rondo 
is similar to that of the previous work discussed, in that the refrain 
appears in a number of different keys. Two episodes in the minor mode 
provide an interesting contrast to the rest of the movement, which is 
light and gay. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE CL& VIER CONCERTOS OF MOZARr 
The concertos for piano and orchestra by Wolfgang Amadeus 
Mozart constitute the climax of the classical concerto idea. The 
perfect craftsmanship inherent in these worl<s combined w1 th the depth 
of expression throughout make them unique in concerto literature. It 
is impossible to deal adequately with these worl<s in a chapter of this 
sort; many books cannot possibly cover the subject. I have endeavored 
however to point out some of the more obvious formal features and sty-
listic principles governing the all important relationship between 
piano and orchestra. Before undertaking this study, it would be well 
first to examine the purpose Mozart had for writing the worl<s, and 
then to survey briefly their chronological order in order to observe 
their positions throughout Mozart 1s creative career and for the purpose 
of noting the increased orchestration as they progress. In the formal 
and stylistic study, examples from different specimens will be sighted 
to illustrate various principles, but not all of the concertos will be 
mentioned at that time. 
MOZART'S PURPOSE FOR WRITING CONCERTOS 
During the earlier creative years of Mozart's life, he was in 
the employ of the Archbishop of Salzburg as composer until 1782. Rela-
tions between the autocratic archbishop and the composer grew so strain-
ed1 that Mozart decided to give up the position, move to Vienna and try 
to find a new one. Although he became popular with the Viennese public, 
a position was not to be had1 so he had to depend on commissions and 
public appearances as a virtuoso in order to make his living. As was 
stated in the chapter on Haydn, concertos were the logical venicles for 
such occasions. Between the years of 1782 through 1786, Mozart had 
much opportunity to pla;y his own concertos in public perfonnances; there-
fore the tremendous output in those years. After 17861 there was not 
much opportunity for Mozart to appear, so only two wo:rl<:s thus date from 
the last five years of his life. 
GENEHA.L SURVEY OF CLAVIER CONCERTOS 
Mozart wrote twenty-three original clavier concertos, although 
five very early works are arrangements of movements by other composers. 
Three of these are direct adaptations of sonatas by Johann Christian 
Bach, while two others were compiled from miscellaneous sonata movements 
b1 Schobert, Eckhardt, Raupach, K. Po E. Bach, and HoDauer0 
The first original concerto is that in D major, K. 175, co-
posed in 1773. The orchestration is already comparatively large com-
pared with other previously discussed concertos of the century, includ-
ing trumpets and tympani in addition to oboes, horns, and the usual 
strings. Thus the work's brilliance is enhanced by the orchestration. 
Einstein notes that already Mozart had progresses tar beyond Christian 
Bach as far as the length and solo-orchestra relations are concerned. 
Three years later, in 1776, another concerto, in B-flat major, 
K. 2381 was written. The instrumentation is a bit more modest, the 
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t:rumpets and tympani of the former specimen are lacking. Einstein feels 
that in this work, there is evidence of an influence of the violin con-
certos in the general graceful character found throughout. Two other 
concertos were written this same year, one for three pianos and orches-
tra, and another for single solo instrument. The fonner was intended 
to be played by Mozart and two lady amateurs; therefore the technical 
aspects are kept w.i. thin a rather restricted range, and the work as a 
whole is. considered a1110ng Mozart 1 s more inferior creations. As to the 
latter work, it is similar in style and orchestration to the B-flat ex-
ample of the same year. 
In January, 1777, a work of considerable stature for this 
period in the c0111poser1s development, was written: the E-flat concer-
to, K. 271. Although the orchestration is modest, consisting of two 
oboes, two homs, and strings, it progresses greatly beyond the preced-
ing ones vi th regard to the relationship between solo and orchestra, 
and in its emotional depth. 
Mozart's only concerto for two pianos, that in E-flat, K. 
365, was written shortly after his return from Paris, probably early 
in 1779. It was intended for himself and his sister to perform it, 
and considerable brilliance is inherent in the solo parts. 
The works in the form from here on were written after the de-
parture of the composer from Salzburg for Vienna in 1782. In this same 
year, a trio of three concertos was written. These are smaller in 
scope than the E flat, K. 271, and the orchestration in the first two 
(K. 413 and 414) is modest, being similar in that respect to K. 271. 
That of the C major (K.415) is far larger, consisting of two bassoons, 
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two horns, two trumpets, two kettledrums, in addition to two oboes and 
strings which were used in the preceding works. The F major work is 
bright and spirited in character, a representative of the stile galant, 
while the A major is more lyrical and the C major brilliant and martial, 
with its march like rhythm in the first movement. 
The year 1784 produced a remarkable series of six concertos, 
K. 4491 450, 451, 4531 456, and 459. Th~ possess to a still greater 
degree the symphonic outlook. The first of these, in E nat, has a 
small orchestration consisting of strings, two oboes, and two horns which 
were optional because Mozart dedicated the work to a pupil, Barbara 
Ployer1 and did not wish to prevent her from playing it in a small salon 
where homs might not be available. However, the contrapuntal ingenui-
ty displayed in the finale is stupendous, and the compact structure of 
the first movement also remarkable. 
The B-flat concerto (K. 450) is remarkable for the use of 
wind instruments, particularly in the opening theme of the first move-
ment. Strings, flute (finale), two oboes, two horns, and two bassoons 
are called for. It is also notable for its deceptive technical diffi• 
culty. 
The D major (K.451) is again one of the more brilliant ones, 
'With trumpets and drwns added to the orchestration. The G major (K.453) 
has interesting wind color effects, utilizing flute, two oboes, two 
horns, two bassoons in addition to the strings. A remarkable feature 
in this work is the original set of variations on the Papageno-like theme, 
which constitute the finale. The movement is particularly ingenious with 
its interplBiY between solo and various other orchestral instruments. 
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J. more intimate worlt is found in the B-flat concerto, K. 456. 
Flute, two horns, and two bassoons are called for in addition to the 
oboes and strings customary. The work also affords interesting inter-
play; brightness and gaiety are qualities associated with the corner 
movements, while the second, to be dealt with later, possesses great 
emotional depth. K. 459, in F major, concluding the 1784 series, con-
tains the same orchestration as the preceding worlt. It may be said to 
synthesize qualities of previous works of the year; brilliance and 
gaiety as well as passages of great lyricism and intimacy are found. 
The following year, 1785, brought forth three more concertos. 
The first of these, also the first in a minor mode, was virtually the 
only one known to audiences of the nineteenth century, because of the 
tremendous drama and pathos inherent. The other concertos did not ap-
peal to the audiences of that century because the prevailing romantic 
tendencies at the time caused a greater interest in worlts of a more 
outwardly dramatic character. The orchestration in this d minor concer-
to is again large, including strings, flute, two. oboes, two bassoons, 
two horns, two troJ~~Pets and kettledrums. 
The next work, K. 467 in C major, is in mood a tremendous con-
trast to the previous specimen. It is brilliant and martial in charac:. 
ter, uses as large an orchestra as the previous example, and contains 
tremendous virtuosity for the soloist. 
Clarinets make their bow in the clavier concerto for the first 
time in the E-flat concerto, K. 482: at the same time, the oboes which 
had formed an integral part of the orchestration in works heretofore, 
are eliminated. The worlt has a divertimento-like quality with much in-
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terplay between solo and 'llinds. 
Clarinets are retained in the K. 488 concerto in A, flute, 
bassoons, horns, and strings making up the remainder of the orchestra-
tion. The work is the first of another three which were composed in 
the year 1786, and combines elements of lyricism, pathos, and gaiety 
'Iii thin the course of its three movements. 
The c minor, K. 491, possesses the largest orchestra of any 
of Mozart's concertos. Strings, flute, two oboes, two clarinets, two 
bassoons, two horns,. two tl'\llllpets, two kettledrums, and strings make 
up this tremendous orchestra. Thus the work also has the richest color 
of aey of the works, the 'llinds being especially prominent. The finale 
here, too, has an ingenious set of variations. 
The great period of concerto writing is climaxed 'Iii th the C 
major work, K. 503, completed in December, 1786. Although not possess-
ing quite as large an orchestra as the preceding one (lacking clari-
nets), it does contain grandeur and majesty heretofore unequalled. The 
relationship between solo and orchestra is truly symphonic in character, 
and the structure ingenious. 
However, two fUrther concertos exist, which were written in 
1788 ("Coronation") and 1791 (K. 595). The first of these was played 
for the coronation festivities of Leopold II in 1790 at FrankfUrt, thus 
its title. As would befit the occassion, the style is tremendously 
brilliant and festive in character. The final work, written early in 
the year of the composer's dsath, although in the major mode, seems to 
possess overtones of sadness. The orchestration is smaller, consist-
ing of strings, flute, two oboes, two bassoons, and two horns. The in-
terplay between solo and tutti, and the structural details are both of 
the best Mozart produced. 
GENE1lAL FURMAL PLAN OF CONCERTOS 
The Mozart piano concertos are all in three movements, with 
the fast-slow-fast sequence prevailing. A discussion of the fonual 
features involved in each of the three movements in turn follows. 
FURMAL ASPECTS OF FIRST MOVEMENTS 
The overall plan of a concerto first movement as conceived 
by Mozart consists of four main sections plus coda (which includes the 
cadenza). These four main sections may be further sub-divided in 
order to separate certain distinct concertante (solo) sections from 
the ritornellic sections. The four main sections are the orchestral 
exposition or introduction, solo exposition, development, and recapi-
tulation. The further sub-divisions consist of a first ritornello 
which always occurs at the conclusion of the solo exposition, and a 
second ritornello at the same position in the recapitulation. The coda 
(following the cadenza) is, with one exception, played by the orchestra 
alone. 
There is considerable disagreement among certain scholars as 
to the tenninology used in the naming of certain sections. Arthur 
Hutchings, in his book A Companion to Mozart's Piano Concertos, frankly 
states that the term "double exposition" should not be used, as the 
solo exposition does not always reiterate all of the themes introduced 
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in the so-called orchestral exposition. He feels that the tenn "or-
chestral introduction• is better in such eases when there is less 
similarity between those two sectiona.1 c. M. Girdlestone, in his 
book, Mozart and his Piano Concertos, claims that there is actually 
only one exposition, namely the orchestral introduction, and that the 
actual solo exposition is a part of the development section, parti-
cularly since the actual development section is sometimes composed of 
"free" material (that which does not contain previous thematic mate-
rial). 2 Such a development section may be found in the first move-
ment of the B-flat major concerto, K. 450. However, the whole matter 
of terminology is a matter of subjective interpretation of the tunc-
tion of the various sections. 
Having discussed the overall fonnal plan of the first move-
ments of Mozart's concertos, it is proper to take up more minute formal 
details which lie within each of these larger sections. It is these 
details which cause the great freedom with which the composer was able 
to worl!: within the given framewonc, and which make for the tremendous 
variety within the worl!:s, a variety which causes no two movements to 
be exactly alike. 
Let us take into account first the orchestral prelude. Ac-
cording to Hutchings, there are two types of orchestral prelude found 
in the concertos. These are namely the "argument" type and the "intro-
1 Hutchings, Arthur, A Companion to Mozart's Piano Concertos, Oxford 
University Press (1948), pp. 9-n. 
2 Girdlestone, Qp. Cit., pp. 27-28. 
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duction• type.1 If one wishes to use the more familiar terminology, 
the •argumentn type may be called the orchestral exposition, as it 
fulfills all of the requirements necessary for correct use of the lat-
ter tenn. The argument, or orchestral exposition serves to present 
most or all of the thematic material which is later presented by both 
solo and orchestra in the solo, or concertante, exposition. Examples 
of this type of orchestral introduction may be found in such concer-
tos as the A Major, K. 414, the D major, K. 451, the G major, K. 453, 
the B-fiat major, K. 456, and the d minor, K, 466, For an illustra-
tion, let us use K. 451 for an example. One discovers that, after the 
main subject is stated (Example 14 (a) ) 1 there follow two subsidiary 
ideas ( (b) and (c) ). A transitional idea involving suspensions and 
a rather chromatic harmony (example 14 (d) ) leads to the concluding 
section of the ritornello. It is further discovered, upon examination 
of the solo exposition, that the exact same succession of the various 
ideas occurs therein, only with the collaboration of the solo added, 
and, of course, the modulation to the dominant key is carried out, 
This example is one of the most regular repetition by the solo exposi-
tion of the tutti introduction ideas to be found in the entire output, 
We shall return to this same movement upon our discussion of orchestral 
and solo relationships. 
In referring to another example of this type of orchestral 
introduction, namely that of the Concerto in B-fiat, K. 456, one dis-
covers likewise that one main opening idea exists along with two sub-
1 Hutchings, Arthur, Qp. Cit,, pp. 9-ll. 
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Ex- 14 (b) 
E"x, I He) 
£'~. 14 (,0 
sidiary ideas, as was found in the previous example. However, it is 
discovered that in the solo exposition, although these ideas are re-
peated with solo collaboration, another entirely new idea presents 
itself, namely between the main subject and the two previously stated 
thematic ideas. Example 15 (a) shows the main theme, 15 (b) the new 
subsidiary theme, and 15 (c) and 15 (d) the two other subsidiary ideas 
which are heard in both sections. .Although one new idea is presented 
in the solo exposition, most of the material is repeated from the or-
chestral introduction; therefore one may still consider this opening 
tutti a true orchestral exposition or •argument" type. 
It is essential to investigate the other type of orchestral 
introduction, which may only be considered by the same name because it 
contains little material which is employed in the first exposition. A 
good example of this type of introduction is found in another B-fiat 
major concerto, K. 450. Here, one discovers that with the exception 
of the main subject, none of the material contained in this prelude is 
reiterated in the solo exposition. The main subject is shown below in 
example 16 (a) with the subsidiary idea of the introduction shown in 
example 16 (b). This idea is replaced in the solo exposition by two 
new subsidiary themes 16 (c) and 16 (d) in the example. The full sig-
nificance of this type of exposition will be discovered when the re-
capitulation is dealt with further on. Other examples of the intro-
ductory prelude occur in the concertos in F (K. 459}, C (K. 467), E-flat 
(K. 482), and c minor (K. 491). 
An interesting feature occurs both in the C major concerto 
(K.467), and in the c minor (K. 491). In both these cases, the main 
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subject, or a alight variant of it, returlliJ at a later point in the 
introductory tutti, a!"ter a subsidiary 110tit, The prelude thus usUMs 
more of a aonothematic character, u the main idea thus dolllinates 
throughout moat of the section. The brief occurance of the second sub-
j~ct ie the ool7 deviation. 
Having completed a discussion ot the orchestral introductions 
to the concertos, it would be logical now to consider other formal as-
pects ot the solo e:cpoeition b~~yond those llhich naturally arose in deal-
ing w1 th the to mer section, One ot the most important and eagerly a-
11&ited places in an entire first monMnt is that point 'Where the solo 
piano makes ita entrance, Different types of piano entrances exist, 
as one discovers upon examination ot a number of specimens, Perhaps 
the leaat original ~ tor the piano to enter is by stating the or:l.g1.nal 
main subject first heard at the very beginning of the orchestral tutti. 
Mosart, however used this type ot solo entry in numerous cases, It 18 
interesting to note that in the eix concertos composed in the year 1784, 
five of the piano entrances are made in this manner, llhile in the eix 
'Which follow in the years 1785 and 1786, five employ other aetboda of 
80S"t0N U~IYEtlSI'tf 
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.entry. However, the first method mentioned, that of the solo repeti-
tion of the main theme, is not so stereotyped as it may first appear. 
The theme naturally assumes a different color when stated by the solo 
than when it was originally stated by the orchestra. \~hen the matter 
of relations between orchestra and solo is taken up later on, an ex-
ample illustrating this coloristic viewpoint will be discussed. 
In other concertos, the piano entry utilizes an entirely new 
subject. Sometimes the subject is of a distinctly melodic character 
as is illustrated by the following examples shoving the opening solo 
subjects of the K. 466 and 482 concertos. (Ex. 171 18). 
t )(. 17 
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On the other hand, in other cases, it consists of a cadenza like passage, 
such as are found in !C. 450 and 467, which are shollll below (Ex. 19, 20) . 
It Will be seen that the piano entrances of the d and c llinor concertos 
are utilized condderably in the develoJX11ent eectiona of those works. 
In general, it m~ be said that conoertos which possess a new theme for 
the solo entry proceed bmlediately attervard to a repetition of the 
llain subject of the 110n.ant, with solo and orchestra collaborating. 
It is co111110n for differing connecting links to occur between 
the various thematic elements which make up the solo exposition and 
recapitulation. These often consist of vigorous virtuosi c passages for 
the solo insti:'Ulllent, such as are encountered in the c lld.nor concerto, 
!C. 491, between the first and second subsidiary idees ginn out by the 
eolo. J.n extended brawra pusage occurs between the final theaatic 
idea and the orchestral ritornello which concludes the solo exposition. 
Such passages vaxy in length. They serve to build up to a climax which 
MUIIt be reached at the entry of the full orchestra, forte, at the ri-
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tornello. However, in some of the works, these passages are emphasized 
strong~ as inK. 467, 41$, and 491, to cite three examples. In others 
like K. 453 and 488, the virtuoso runs are very short. In general, the 
amount of virtuoso work depends on the general character of the move-
ment. The character of the fanner examples is one of animation and ex-
uberance, while that of the latter is mainly lyric. 
The orchestral ritornello which concludes the exposition 
states frequent~ a section of the closing idea of the orchestral in-
troduction; at times, however, a statement of another previously en-
countered subject or connecting link is found at this point. 
The development section of a classical concerto normally does 
not assume the importance or length associated with it in connection 
with a By111phony or sonata of the period. It is not difficult to com-
prehend this fact when one realizes that the previous two sections of 
the concerto have exposed and reiterated the main thematic ideas. The 
main theme, as we have discovered, has been heard in both sections, 
and in many cases, as have subsidiary ideas as well. Therefore, many 
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of the developments consist of a considerable amount of "free" writing 
(a.e. passages which bear no relation to thematic ideas presented 
elsewhere in the movement). This aspect, in such cases where it applies, 
does not necessari~ show a developmental weakness on the part of the 
composer. As Girdlestone states, -Most often, Mozart looks upon the de-
velopment as a transition. It is a return toward the tonic, the first 
subject and the recapitulation, rather than an autonomous section of the 
movement. In many cases it would be fair to say that Mozartian sonata 
fonn is made up of two symmetrical parts, one of which repeats the other, 
joined by a transitional passage or bridge".l Since thematic ideas are 
used so extensively throughout the other parts of the movement, such 
"free• developments provide a sort of contrast in this respect, as Sir 
Donald Tovey states in a previously unpublished program note reprinted 
in Girdlestone's book.1 This type of development may be found in the 
B-!lat concerto, K. 450, the G major, K.453, and the A major, K. 488, 
among others. In such developnent sections there exists much passage 
worll: in the solo part, which consists of quickly modulating scale and 
arpeggiated patterns. 
other developments make use of thematic elements taken from 
earlier parts of the movement. It is interesting to note the previ-
ous position of certain themes Mozart employs for his development sec-
tions. In some cases, he uses portions of closing ideas from the or-
chestral introduction. This is true in the "Coronation• Concerto, K. 
537, where the closing motif ( example 21) from the introduction happens 
to be repeated at the end of the orchestral ritornello immediately pre-
ceding the developnent section. The piano, now in the beginning of the 
development, immediately repeats the motif~ in the parallel minor 
key, which marks the starting point for a rather complete development 
of this one thematic idea. Likewise, developments of closing motifs 
may be found, to a greater or lesser degree, in the concertos K. 451 
and 456. In K. 456, however, although the closing motif is developed, 
the section begins with a statement of an entirely new theme by the 
solo piano. New themes are likewise found at the beginnings of the de-
velopments of the concertos K. 414 and 467. 
1 Girdlestone, c. M., QP• Cit., P• 31. 
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Perhaps the most remarkable thematic developments are to be 
found in the C major and B-nat major concertos, K. 503 and 595 re-
spectively. The C major concerto contains a complete developntent of 
the subsidiary subject originally introduced in the orchestral intro-
duction, It is extremely highly organized, extensive canonic treat-
ment being used as the following example illustrates. The sequence 
shown in the example is repeated several times in different keys. 
(Ex, 22). 
In the B nat major concerto, K. 595, another highly organ-
ized development takes place. It is of a motivic type, which con-
tinuously utilizes elements of the main theme heard at the very begin-
ning of the piece as well as at the piano entrance. Various fragJ~tents 
of this theme are treated contrapuntslly With canonic devices such as 
the one shown below. Example 23 (a) shows the main theme out of which 
grows the development, and 23 (b) shows the canonic device pl~d by 
the strings. 
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All Mr. Girdleetone states, "But though the development be 
brief; it often holds the finest bars of the work. The darkest hours 
come before datm and Mozart's inspiration reaches its highest peak of 
sombre power in the bars just before the reprise. They are the criti-
cal moment, the climax of the now that carries it on. The most joy-
ous and most serene allegros wear at this moment a melancholy or even 
tragic air; chromaticiams and sforzandos come piling up and the tempest 
appears to reach its highest point, despair seems to be complete, lihen 
suddenly the veil is tom aside and the radiant dawn of the first sub-
ject announces the recapitulation• .1 Thus even if Mozart' s develop-
mente aren ' t frequently developments in the true sense, the precediDg 
l G~rdlestone, c. M. , Op• Cit., p . 32. 
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statement should clarify their great worth. 
The form which the recapitulation of a concerto first move-
ment takes, in the case of Mozart, at least, is dependent upon the 
structure of the orchestral introduction and solo exposition. In a 
concerto such as that in D, K. 451, one has previously discovered that 
both the orchestral prelude and the solo exposition reiterated the 
same thematic material in similar sequence. Therefore, in such a case, 
there is not much for the recapitulation to do but to fUrther reiterate 
the same material with perhaps minor alterations. These, in this ex-
ample, include remaining within the tonic key throughout instead of 
modulating to the dominant as in the solo exposition, the participation 
of the soloist and orchestra in the presentation of the first theme, 
and the inclusion, before the bravura passages, of the closing theme of 
the orchestral introduction. 
On the other hand, in a movement where there is a wide diver-
gence of thematic material as presented in the first tutti and solo ex-
position, a considerably greater problem presents itself in the recapi-
tulation. In other words, it was observed that frequently a second 
subject was heard in the orchestral introduction, only to be replaced 
by one or more subsidiary ideas in the solo exposition. The problem, 
then, is to present all these themes, heard originally in separate en-
vironment, so that they all blend together in a logical, aesthetically 
pleasing manner. The themes must therefore be constructed in such a 
way that they will blend well in context with different material in 
various parts. 
For illustration, let us examine the first movement of the 
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c minor concerto, K. 491, one of the greatest masterworks in the fonn. 
We observe that, in the orchestral prelude, a subsidiary idea is given 
out ~ the winds (ex 24 (a) ). In the solo exposition, this idea is 
not beard at all. In its place are found two entirely new ideas (ex. 
24 (b) and (c) ). In the recapitulation, the two ideas heard in the 
solo exposition are presented in reverse order, followed by the FIUb-
sidiary idea taken from the orchestral prelude. A diagram (No.IV) of 
this entire movement v.!.ll serve to i11ustrate the thematic structure. 
(See page 82 ) • 
The recapitulations of the K. 450 and 503 concertos follow 
a similar procedu.re in the arrangement of themes in the recapitulation. 
In its introduction K. 450 contains a second subjec~ different from 
those contained in the solo exposition. In the recapitulation, the 
solo exposition second subject is restated in the same respective po-
sition as in the exposition, while the original second subject is jux-
taposed immediately following the solo second subject, before the be• 
ginning of the bravura passages. 
In K. 503 there is a similar occurance except that the ap-
pearance of the orchestral prelude second subject in the recapitula-
tion is not its first since the introdu.ction, as the development sec-
tion is concerned entirely v.!.th this thematic idea. InK. 467, the 
second subject from the prelude is brought back again in the recapitu-
·' 
lation, but is inteJ:1loiated in the midst of the bravura passages heard 
continuously in. the exposition. Thus the bravura in the recapitulation 
is interrupted~ 
One is thus able to realize that the recapitulation in a 
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CHARr IV 
DIAGRAM OF .FURMAL PLAN OF FIRST MOVK1ENT FROi1 CLAVIER 
CONCERTO IN C MINOR, K. 491, BY MOZART 
I. EXPOSITION 
(a) TUTTI EXPOSITION 
Thematic Sections: A 
Measures: 34 
B (transition) C A' D E 
9 19 10 15 12 
(b) SOLO EXPOSITION (MODULATES TO RELATIVE I"'.AJOR) 
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Thematic Sections: F A (with trans.)*G (with trans.) 
Measures: 18 29 54 
Thematic Sections: H A' (with coda) 
Heasures: 19 45 
(c) CLOSING TUTTI 
Thematic Sections: A1 
Measures: 9 
II. DEVELOPMENT (MODULATES FREELY 
ThematiC Sections: F 
Measures: 19 
Thematic Sections: A 
Measures: 8 
I 
4 
E' 
5 
A (developed) 
23 
Retransition 
9 
(trans. ) Free ** 
5 16 
CHARJ' IV (cont.) 
III. RECAPITULATION (STAYS IN TONIC) 
(a) SOLO RECAPITULATION 
Thematic Sections: A (trans.) H G (trans.) B c 
Measures: 25 4 19 18 7 9 19 
(b) FINAL TUTTI 
Thematic Sections: A 
Measures: 14 
IV CODA (INCLUDING CADENZA) 
Thematic Sections: Cadenza D E A' 
Measures: 15 11 15 
* "trans" refers to transitional passages 
** "free" denotes a passage unrelated to a previous theme and consisting 
of figuration 
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Mozart concerto is not always an exact duplication of either the or-
chestral introduction or of the solo exposition. Rather, it serves 
to unite the ideas of both previous sections, when there exist separate 
thematic ideas in them. 
The final orchestral ritornello is interrupted by the solo 
cadenza. The cadenza was an essential part of the eighteenth century 
concerto; its purpose consisting of an opportunity for the performer 
to display to best advantage his powers of improvization and technical 
virtuosity. In Mozart's time, it was the custom for the performer, 
who in many cases was the original composer himself, to improvise the 
cadenza "on the spot". It consisted of developments of certain of the 
previously encountered themes, as well as pure virtuosic passages 
toward the end, and practically always ended with a trill on the domi-
nant chord, which led to the tonic and a reslJ!Ilption of the orchestral 
ritornello. We are fortunate, however, in the fact that although the 
cadenzas were improvised, a considerable number of cadenzas were writ-
ten out by Mozart. n These exist in a Breitkopf and Hartel publication 
" listed in Kochel's catalogue as No. 624. 
Most present day artists use the Mozart cadenzas in the works 
where they exist. In the other works, cadenzas which have been written 
by other composers and performers are employed. Hummel, a contemporary 
of Mozart, wrote a considerable number of cadenzas for the concerti, 
and Beethoven wrote a famous pair for the first and last movements of 
the d mtnor concerto, K. 466. In our own time, pianist-composers such 
as Arthur Schnabel and Robert Casadesus have contributed cadenzas, those 
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!>t tbe tomer 1n a clhtinctly modernistic idio.. 
Concerning the rest of the coda, nomally pl117ed by- the o:r-
cheetra alone, a portion ot the closing section of the orchestral ex-
position is no111'ally reiterated, with the addition of a taw cloaing 
measures 1n salle caaes. An exception to be particularly noted is found 
1n lt . 491, in vbich case the solo piano particapates alotlg with the o!'-
chestra 1n tbe last few closing bare, pl¢ng an arpeggiatecl figura-
tion. (Ex. 2S) . 
~ 'h·---------------~ 
- -·-
FORMAL .ASPECTS OF SECOND MOVJ!lmi'l'S 
In the slow movements of the concertos, the element of lyri-
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cism predominates to such a degree that one is perhaps s0111ewhat less 
conscious of formal elements than in the allegro movements. However, 
this is not intended to imply that the formal structure is any less 
in evidence or shows any less accomplished craftsmanship than in the 
first movements, for this is decidedly not the case. 
One discovers that whereas in the first movements, a single 
form predominates, there are four main forms found within the slow move-
ments. These are, namely, the rondo, sonata, two section sonata (with-
out development), and the variation forms. Besides these forms, there 
are two second movements which do not fall into any of these categories, 
since their forms are of a freer nature. One of these, K. 467, contains 
a number of thematic ideas which are not related in such a wey as to 
permit analysis according to a previously established fonn. The other 
one, K. 449, is kind of a three part sonata with certain rondo charac-
teristics. 
To illustrate the character of each of the forms the follow-
ing detailed analyses have been made. An excellent specimen of the slow 
rondo t,r.pe is the second movement of K. 491. The general scheme is re-
gular, namely A B A C A Coda. The first A section begins with a four 
bar melody played by the solo piano. Then it is repeated by the orches-
tra, strings and winds alternating throughout its execution. The then:e 
is shown in example 26 (a}. The A section continues with a six bar 
•middle" section, given out by the solo and strings, after which the 
original four bar melody returns. Thus the whole A section is a sort 
of small ternary fonn within its elf. 
At this point, one notices a different treatment of the form 
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not found in, let us srr:r, a fast rondo, Instead of transi tionacy modu-
lating material connecting the various theutic ideas, as in the finales, 
there exists at this point, as well as at the conclusion of the second 
refrain, a complete cadence in the tonic key, following which a new sec-
tion begins iftllediatel}" without aey tranaitionacy passages whatever. 
The new B section begins imediately thereafter in the relative lllinor 
key of this l'lOvement, c llinor. It is itself in binacy tom, each half 
presented by the woodwinds first and repeated by the piano with string 
accompani•~nt. A portion of this theme is shown (Ex, 26 (b) ) . Hov-
ever, in progressing to the second appearance of the refrain, a brief 
cadenza- like retran.sition is used. Upon the retum of the retrain, onl)o 
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the first four 1114Uures are heard. 
The C section (Ex. 26 (c) ) begins illlnediatelT without tran-
sitional pusage, and sho\18 a construction similar to the B section, 
A retrans1t1on leads to the final repetition ot the A idea, followed 
by a coda which concludes the movement, 
A t)'pical sonata tona slow movement may be found in the A 
major concerto, K. 414. The orchestral exposition presents three Jll81n 
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themes, portions of which are shown (Ex. 27 (a), (b) and (c) ). After 
the full cadence at measure 20, the piano opens with the first idea 
quoted above, and continues to a half cadence which it uses as an op-
portunity for the customacy modulation to the dominant. Here a sub-
sidiar,y theme, not previously heard, is presented by the solo (Ex. 2"1 
(d) ) leading gradually to the second of the original thematic ideas 
shown in Ex. 27 (b). This is played first by th~ orchestra and then, 
slightly varied, by the soloist. It leads to a bit of free material 
and the customacy dominant trill introducing the orchestral ritornello 
which, as in a first movement, concludes the exposition. 
The entire development section is based on the closing idea 
of the orchestral introduction and the ritornello just heard (Ex. 27 
(c) ). It is a considerable development which tosses the theme back 
and forth between piano and strings, modulating to different keys as 
it progresses and then leading into the recapitulation, which is con-
ventional save for the omission of the theme shown in example 27 (b). 
A form not previously encountered in our study of these 
works is the two section sonata, that in which the development is o-
mitted. Illustrative of this is the second movement of the C major 
concerto, K. 503. In an analysis of this movement the overall fonn 
is easily perceived, but the breakdown and separation of thematic 
ideas becomes much more difficult. Girdlestone points out the fact 
that the themes seem to lose themselves one into the other instead of 
splitting up into separate sections. The first eleven bars contain 
one overall idea split up into smaller phrases, most of them two meas-
ures apiece. The melodic outline is shown in example 28 (a) with the 
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~eparate phrases bracketed. At the half cadence in measure 12, a new 
idea enters consisting of a restless thirty second note figure in the 
second Violins, With a brie.t: m.otivic fragment in the first violins ae 
a counterpoint (Ex. 28 (b) ). The final thematic section begins ~t bar 
19 and concludes With a full cadence. 
The solo exposition opens With the full eleven measure first 
section heard in the introduction (this time Vith solo collaboration), 
after which the piano introduces, in the dominant, s theme of its own 
(Ex. 28 (c) ). The theme, shown below, lacks the abrupt ~mic con-
trasts inherent in the first section. After a reiteratioP of the idea 
shown in example 28 (b), a new idea replaces the closing idea of the 
introduction (Ex. 28 (d) ) • Shortly thereafter, the dominant trill con-
[x . -13(1!) [i• r tcqJir ~ J IJ t 
-\ / ~(r ~-· ~r. I~ /. ..t ~ ~ f:;: , 
~ , 
... 
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eludes the solo exposition. 
In place of the development, a .t:ifteen measure transition over 
93 
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a dominant pedal connects the exposition with the recapitulation, This 
pedal is sustained first by the strings and later by the horns and bass-
es, the piano engaging in block chords and then in arpeggiated triplet 
figurations outlining the harmonies, The recapitulation proceeds in nor-
mal manner except for the omission of the solo subject shown in example 
28 (c), and is followed qy a brief coda. 
The fourth form found in the slow movements is the variation, 
We have two specimens to choose from, namely K. 450 and 456, both writ-
ten in the year 1784. They are straightforward as far as the form is 
concerned, but the features found in the variations of K, 456 are wor-
thy of special attention. 
As a general comment, it may be said that this movement is 
one of the most expressive and poignant movements in the entire Mozart 
concerto literature. In G minor, the theme is filled with an emotion-
al intensity which is heightened as the variations proceed. The theme 
itself is binary, containing two sections of unequal length (the first 
eight measures and the second thirteen measures) (Ex. 29 (a) ). Each 
section is repeated, The first variation (29 (b) ) is played by the 
solo, strings entering only in the last two measures of each half. It 
is purely an orrlamentation of the theme, each half again being repeated. 
The second, a double one, becomes more complex (each half being varied 
in itself upon the repetition). In the first hearing of each section, 
the theme is given out by the winds with support by the strings. Upon 
the repeat, the theme is switched to the first viloins while the solo 
embroiders it with an involved thirty second note figuration (Ex. 29 
(c) ). In the third variation (29 (d) ) the dramatic element is in-
94 
tensified with raging scale passages heard in the lower strings in the 
first half of each section. A. sharp contrast is found upon the repeats, 
where the piano plays an ornamented variant of the theme unsupported 
(29 (e) ). The fourth variation is in major (29 (f) ) proViding a short 
respite from the melancholy atmosphere pervading the rest of the move-
ment. The repeats of each section herein alternate between winds and 
piano. One more variation, (29 {g) ) back in the minor, leads to a 
brief coda. 
There exsists one extremely important slow movement which com-
bines two of the preViously discussed forms, namely the variation and 
rondo. The concerto in which the movement is found is the E-nat major, 
K. 482. The movement is in rondo form, but each time the refrain is 
heard, it is varied; thus the combination. The refrain, thirty-two 
measures in length, is first stated by the orchestra. The solo immedi-
ately takes it up and varies it ornamentally, after which the B section, 
in the relative major key of E nat, is heard. The piano never takes 
part in the couplets (sections between the refrai_n); only in the varied 
refrains is it heard. After the B section, a variation of the refrain 
is heard with the solo predominating. After the next couplet (C) in C 
major, the third variation alternates solo and tutti in a sort of ques-
tion and answer manner, the orchestra taking one phrase forte and the 
solo answering piano, sometimes lightly accompanied by the orchestra. 
FORMAL ASPECTS OF THIRD MOVFNENTS 
The last movements of Mozart's piano concertos are, with two 
exceptions, rondos. Mozart liked to end his concertos with a light-
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hearted, gay movement to contrast with the intensely l1rical slow move-
ments , and to give the audience a •good taste" before they lett the hall. 
The rondo best suited these purposes. 
It would be well to deal with the unique structure associated 
with these rondos, discussing first the overall framework in which the 
composer worked, and then noting certain exceptions to the norm which 
characterise the freedom with which he was able to work within the frame-
work. 
To apeak in general terms, it may be said that the concerto 
rondo ill diVided into a series of couplets which are separated by a re-
frain which recurs at intervals throughout the movement. The charac-
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teristics of each of the couplets are such that they correspond func-
tionally to the exposition, development, and recapitulation of a first 
movement. In the rondo movement of a sonata, the structure is less 
complex1 the refrains are separated by one or two thematic ideas and 
connecting passages, but in the concertos the couplets are more com-
plicated. 
The refrain, of course, opens the movement, sometimes being 
stated by the orchestra alone; sometimes, introduced by the solo and 
repeated by the orchestra. After this refrain, an orchestral tutti 
usually follows, although in K. 537 the solo participates in this sec-
tion. It consists of several subsidiary themes and concludes with a 
full cadence on the tonic. At this point, the first couplet begins. 
It should be noted that this corresponds with the exposition section 
of a sonata. Solo and orchestra collaborate throughout in the presenta-
tion of the various new thematic ideas contained therein. A new sub-
ject is stated by the solo in the tonic key, followed by transitionary 
passages modulating to the dominant (in major) or relative major (in 
minor). liter this modulation is carried out, one or two more sub-
sidiary ideas are stated by solo and tutti. Before the development, a 
retransition must lead back to the tonic for a second appearance of 
the refrain, often immediately preceded by a short piano cadenza. 
The development couplet may take any one of three courses. 
It may develop one or more of the previously introduced themes {as in 
K. 467), it may present entirely new thematic material (K. 503), or 
it may present new material at the beginning and then proceed to de-
velop previous material (K.450 and 451). The development couplet usu-
100 
ally begins on the sub-mediant or sub-dominant keys and modulates free-
ly, eventually making a retransition back to the tonic key, 
In a regular sonata rondo, the refrain is heard once more fol-
lowed by the third, or recapitulation, couplet. This latter corresponds 
more or less to the exposition couplet w:l. th regard to the thematic ma-
terial, although much of the transitionary material is shortened, and, 
of course, the couplet remains ldthin the tonic key, At its conclusion, 
the refrain is again presented following a cadenza if one exists. The 
coda frequently includes material taken from the tutti which occured 
between the first refrain and the exposition couplet ends the movement. 
One may now mention certain exceptions to the norm, Perhaps 
the most frequent one is the failure of the refrain to return between 
the development and recapitulation couplets. Examples of such exceP-
tions are to be found in the rondos of K. 537, 466, 414, 456, 459, and 
488, In these examples, the development couplet modulates back to the 
tonic, and proceeds directly into one of the themes of the recapitula-
tion couplet. 
In such cases as K. 466, 414, and 459, the development coup-
let proceeds to one of the later themes originally heard in the expo-
sition couplet, while in such cases as 456 and 488, the recapitulation 
couplet begins with the original first theme of the exposition couplet 
and then proceeds to the other ones, In the former cases, the omission 
of the first theme serves as a shortening device in the recapitulation 
couplet, Since the rondo contains so many sections and repetitions, 
it becomes rather tedious to repeat the entire exposition couplet with-
out any omissions, Hence it is found usually that either one of the 
101 
themes or some of the transitionary passage work is omitted at this 
point. 
Unique phenomena of similar types occur in the rondos of both 
E-flat concertos, K. 271 and 482. In the second couplets of both these 
works, a complete change of tempo and meter takes place. In the fonner, 
which is a presto 2/4 movement, the meter, at this point, changes to 
triple, and a graceful minuet unveils itself. liter being varied up to 
four times, the tempo and meter revert to the original, and the move-
ment progresses as fonnerly. In the latter example, similar tempi and 
rhythmic changes take place, the tempo from allegro to andantino, the 
rhythm from 6/8 to 3/4. 
In the rondo of the C major concerto, K. 415, a structure of 
considerable novelty is found. After the refrain and first tutti are 
stated, there occurs an interpolation of a slow 2/4 adagio section in 
c minor between the first orchestral tutti and the first couplet, which 
offers a complete contrast in mood to the fast sections. Immediately 
following this section, Mozart returns to the refrain before proceed-
ing lll.th the customary first couplet. The first couplet is interesting 
in that much of its material is not new, as is usual, but is taken from 
the first orchestral tutti. In other respects, the movement proceeds 
along conventional lines until a second interpolation of the same slow 
section occurs at the close of the recapitulation couplet. A diagram 
of the movement appears on the following page. 
The finale of the F major concerto, K. 459, although ortho• 
dox from a fonnal point of view, contains some tremendous contrapuntal 
sections which remind one of the "Jupiter" symphony. These sections 
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CHARI' V 
DIAGRA."! OF FORMAL PLAN OF THIRD MOVEMENT FROM CLAVIER 
CONCERTO IN C MAJOR, K. 415, BY MOZART 
I. REFRAIN 
Thematic Sections: A A 
Measures: 8 (Solo) 8 (Tutti) 
II. ORCHESTRAL TUTTI 
Thematic Sections: 
Measures: 
B 
14 
III. SLOW SECTION (IN C MINOR) 
Thematic Sections: D 
Measures 1 15 
IV. REFRAIN 
C with coda 
18 
Thematic Sections: A (Solo first four measures; tutti 
Measures: 8 last four measures) 
V. 90UPLET I (EXPOSITION) (~ODULATES TO V) 
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Thematic Sections: B and transition 
20 
C E (Bravura) F 
Measures: 10 15 6 
plus 
cadenza 
CHART V (cont.) 
VI. REFRAIN 
Thematic Sections: A A 
Measures: B (Solo) 8 (Tutti) 
VII. COUPLET II: (DEVELOPJ1ENT) (!10DULATES FREELY) 
Thematic Sections: A developed F1 
Measures: 35 9 
VIII. Couplet III: (RECAPITULATION) (STAYS IN TO~~C) 
Thematic Sections: 
Measures: 
c 
9 
E with coda (Bravura) 
24 
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are found in the orchestral tutti which follows the first refrain, and 
in the development couplet. The first section is a fUgal exposition, 
in which the basses give out the subject (Ex 30 (a) ) followed by the 
answer two bars later. Later on, a stretto is effected, since the dis-
tance between the entries is reduced to one measure. When the fugal 
section recurs after the second refrain, it is even more involved, as 
the refrain theme is interwoven in the texture as a counter-subject to 
the original fugue theme (Ex. 30 (b) ). However, this section is not 
an exposition as was the previous, since it does not remain within one 
key. It is a fUgal development of the subject and counter-subject. 
As the section progresses, the piano, which had been entirely silent 
during the first fugal section, enters with virtuosic passages which 
oppose the fugal treatment in the orchestra. It is also interesting 
to note that the refrain motif is used quite extensively in the expo-
sition and recapitulation couplets. In certain places where the or-
chestra states it, the piano seeks to stop it by engaging in vigorous 
passages which finally succeed in quieting the persistent refrain mo-
tif in the orchestra. 
In the last movement of the B-flat concerto, K. 595, there 
is also extensive use of fre.gments of the main refrain theme in the 
various couplets. The use of it in such places tends to give the move-
ment a certain over-all unity and cohesiveness. 
One could spend an endless amount of time counting and anal.y-
lling all the various "exceptions" to the nonn as found in these rondos 
as well as the first movements. For those interested in further pur-
suing the study, both Girdlestone 1s and Hutchings's books are recom-· 
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mended. The putpose here has been to state and analyu some of the more 
obeioue and fundamental variants. 
REUTIONS BErWEKN CIJ.Vl!R AND ORCHESTlU. 
Hitherto, ...ainly fol'IIAl reaturee have been diacueeed vi.th re-
levance to the Mosart concertos. It 111 not only the manner 1n llhich the 
composer handled foraal problems ¥bleb makes these concertos such great 
1Ul!tetp1eces, but also the way in 'Which he eolved the probleu or the 
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relationships 'between piano and orchestra. There are three different 
types of relationships, as Girdlestone rightly points out.1 In one case, 
which is extremely common, the solo piano dominates the scene, while the 
orchestra accompanies and gives added color to the texture. The second 
type of relationship which may exist is that of mutual collaboration be-
tween piano and orchestra where neither force dominates the other in any 
way. It is this kind of relationship which embodies a truly symphonic 
concept, and that which liberated the orchestra from more of a background 
role. Mozart, it may be added, was the first composer to really accom-
plish this new relationship. The final type, which appears less fre-
quently than the others, is that in which the orchestra plays the main 
melodic material with an accompaniment by the soloist. 
Within each of these main types of relationships, there are 
naturally various methods in which each may be carried out. It would 
be proper to discuss these aspects in some detail. 
The cases in which the solo instrument carries the main the-
matic material with the accompaniment played by the orchestra are quite 
frequent. An orchestral accompaniment may consist of sustained chords 
which change with the harmonies outlined by the melody. In the case of 
the example (page lOW, taken frojj the first movement of the A major con-
certo, K. 414, it will be observed that the main theme, played by the 
solo, is merely reinforced by the harmonies outlined by the strings in 
sustained chords. It will be noted that the right hand of the piano 
plays the melody, while the left hand plays an Alberti bass accompani-
ment. The purpose of the orchestral accompaniment would seem to be, in 
1 Girdlestone, C. M., Op• Cit., P• 157. 
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this e&~a, to add iDIItnaental color to the solo. An extnmely beauti-
t'Ul. blending o! tbe tiDibn~s or piano and strings is thus achieved (Ex.)l) • 
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.l dirrerent type or accompaniment 11 round in tbe refrain o! 
the rondo in the s-nat major concerto, K. 4$0. The accompaniment here 
ie rh;ythmic in character. .l B-!lat pedal point is sustained in the 
bae~oon part, with the ha:naoey filled in b,- the etrings in eig)lth note 
!ligures. The first eighth of every measure is substituted for by a rest 
in the accompaniment, since at these points the left hand of the piano 
strikes a B-nat itself. The hamo~ is thus maintained by the strings, 
~ich, using a rl1;ythlrlc figure such as this one, gives a certain ntsli-
ty to the refrain (Ex .32) . 
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It III&Y be seen that the nature of the accompaniment is judged 
by the character of a phrase. In the first exantple .from K. 414, the 
general quality of the phrase is one of lyricism! thus the sustained ac-
contpaniment in the orchestra helps intensity the quality. On the other 
hand, the accompaniment found in the exantple from K. 450 intensities 
the livelier, more exuberant style found in this phrase. 
There exist various other Jd.nde of orchestral accompaniments. 
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Virtuosic passages executed by the solo are frequently accompanied by 
contrasting rhythms in the orchestra. Examples are so numerous that 
they may be found in practically any virtuosic passages such as the 
ones Which lead into the tutti at the close of the solo exposition and 
recapitulation of the first movement. Similar passages may be found 
in the rondos as well. 
Girdlestone points out an extremely important type of accom-
paniment found occasionally, namely a thematic accompaniment.! This 
type, such as is illustrated in the example 33, consists of a motif 
from a previously used thematic idea being used by the orchestra as an 
accompaniment of a new idea presented by the piano. In this example, 
from the A major concerto, K. 488, the solo is at first alternating 
with the orchestra in a dialogue, using a thematic fragment froa one 
of the subsidial'Y' themes. All of a sudden, the solo ceases to answer 
the woodwinds repetitions of the dialogue and proceeds to embark on 
entirely new material, while the woodwinds continue playiilg the origin-
al motif. However, when the piano embarks on its new motif, it clearly 
dominates the orchestral part, so that this section must be considered 
as an orchestral accompaniment. 
Perhaps the most interesting type of relationship between 
solo and tutti is that of the mutual collaboration. As previously 
stated, in such cases neither the solo nor tutti dominate the other. 
In the discussion of the formal aspects of these works, one discovered 
that in some cases such as the first movements of the concertos K. 451 
1 Girdlestone, c. M., Qp. Cit., p~ 58. 
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and h66, the solo exposition presents the material of the opening t11tti 
with little variance from the original presentation of material fron 
the orchestral introduction. This llalces up for the relative lack of in-
terest in the formal echeme when cCI!IPared 111. th such ex:amples as K. h91 
and S03, the interesUng relaUonllhiP between solo and orchestra makes 
up for it. For instance, in K. hSl, upon the repetition if the solo ex-
position of the theN.tiC ideas previously stated, the pianoforte colla-
borates with the orchestra. It ma,y embellish and add to the orchestral 
parts , or it ll'.&Y allbsti t11te for one of the orchestral in.strwMnta which 
originally played a certain melodic line in the introdu.ction. 
J. look in 1110re detail at the first movement of K. hSl should 
serve to Uluatrate these pointe . In the orchestral exposition it will 
be discovered that the opening theme uses a tutti- solo contrast prin-
ciple, nth the 1'ul.l orchestra participating (nute, tw oboes, two bas-
soons, t'WO tNlllpets, two home, tympani and strings) . The solo, lihen 
ll3 
it presents the same the111e, does ao alone. To make up for the lack of 
orchestral color and sonority, the solo, i.natead of stating the line lit-
erally, eabelliahea it , rofusel)" as i s sholm in the following eXL-.ple 34. 
(a shows a portion of the theM as atst'!d br the orchestra; b as stated 
br the solo at the beginning of ita exposition) . 
The tl'IIJU'Ji tional materlal whioh leads eventually to the tint 
subsidiaey subject, is stated by the strings in both e:zposi tioDS, but 
the winds which also play in the orchestral exposition to give added 
c9lor to the strlngs give way to the piano in the eolo expoeition. The 
solo eabelliahee the melodic outline given out in alternation between 
upper and lower strings, For the exGmPle, the reader is referred to 
measures l0-14 and 65-90 o! the score. 
The tint subndiar:y subject is presented in the orchestral 
exposition as a dialogue between strlngs and woodwinds , At the sallie 
place in the solo exposition, the part previoua:cy. given to the tiret 
and second viollna is now given to the nute and oboe, while the fomer 
wind parts are taken over b:r the solo piano, as shown in the following 
exa&p1e (35 (a))t 
E.l'• 3J"(A) 
BOSTON UNIVERSI7Y 
fJNE AND APP~IEO ARTS U ..... 
11.5 
With regard to the main subsidiar,y subject, it will be noted 
that, in the orchestral exposition, the brasses (horne and trumpets) pla;r 
the melody in the first part of the phrase, while the Violins and flutes 
answer in the second part of the phrase, In the solo exposition, the 
Violins take the melody in the first tw measures , the winds drop out and 
are substituted for by the piano, which plays a variant of the melod;r 
with accompaniment. In the last part of the phrase, the piano and first 
Violins double the melody, as illustrated in the following examplet 
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In the passage conaisti.~ ot 81J1Copation in highl,y chroaatic 
hal'!lo"" (begi.rming at 1118&8ure 43 in the orchestral exposition and 1.43 
in the solo) the stri~s _and bassoon pl~q their same respective parts 
in both places, while in the latter repetition of the section the piano 
is added plqing a .descending coloristic figuration. (See example 36 
(a) below) . 
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Immediate~ following the syncopated section in both expoei-
tiona, there occurs a variant ot: the same general idea, including the 
same harmonies but elindnating the syncopation. This passage is heard 
in the .f'11'8t exposition plqed b)' both st~ll Qlld winds, but, as in a 
previous passage, the ld.nde drop out in the second exposition and are 
again substituted tor b)' the solo, which thia t.iJae engages in alternat-
ing chranatic scales in right and left hande. They embellish the re-
peated eighth DOte figures in the strings. (see example 36 (b) on the 
following page). 
Ex. 31 rs.> 
J 1 I 1 1 1 
1 
One has thus had 110111e in81ght into the aore cc.plex relations 
between solo and tutti found in such a 110veasnt in Vdcb the toraal 
scheme in the tvo expositions remaiM rather sWlar. In a concerto 
such a11 K. 45l ' s predecessor, K. 450, there ia considerable formal var-
iation betvaen the firet and second expositions; (the first, as w have 
seen, being not real.ly an exposition but ••rely an introductory tutti) . 
In this moveaent, there ia not nearl.7 so interesting a relationtthip 
between eolo and tutti as in K. 451. For the most part, the orchestra 
accompanies in the first movement, vi th the exception of places such a11 
the remarkable passage where the original eecond theme fran the orches-
tral introduction ia reiterated by the strings vi th a beautiflll ellbel-
liehment by the solo inatNnsnt. (See exuple 37 on the following page) . 
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Some of the more important types of equal collaboration between 
orchestra and solo as found in these concertos have now been covered; 
namely that of the embellishment by the solo of surrounding thematic ma-
terial played by the orchestra, that of a certain type of dialogue, and 
the case in which the solo instrument varies slightly the melody given 
out by the orchestra. Two other important types remaitJ to be discussed, 
namely that in which the piano plays a distinct countel'-melody to an-
other played by the orchestra, and that of the so-called "echo" effect 
found in dialogue between the two opposing forces. An excellent example 
of the former is to be found in the slow mo~ement of K. 451 (Ex. 38 (a)). 
The example (Pagel20 )makes clear the distinct independence of tht. two 
melodic lines. The echo effect is ~llustrated to good advantage in the 
following two examples (38 (b) and 38 (c)) from K. 453 and 467 respec-
tively. The solo echos a motif previously stated by the orchestra. 
The distinction between dialogue and collaboration must be 
made clear. Although in both cases, neither force is subordinate to 
the other, in the fonner the solo and orchestra answer each other in al-
ternate phrases, while in the latter they combine simultaneously. 
The third and final type of relationship necessar,y for discus-
sion is that in which the piano clearly subordinates itself to the or-
chestra. One of the-best examples of this may be found in the C section 
of the rondo in the C major concerto, K. 503. The first half of the 
theme is given out by the solo with orchestral support, but in its re-
petition, the oboe plays the melody with a distinct harmonic accompani-
ment by the solo instrument in arpeggiated figuration. . The second half 
of the theme is treated in similar manner. Fragments are shown in ex-
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A erose section of elCAilples illustratin& relationships between 
piano and orchestra in these concertos has nov been ex&Jdned. Perhaps 
no other compositional factor contribute eo extensivel,y to their great-
nese. Together with variations in the fomal design, "IIIlich the cOl!tpos• 
er handled with such insenuity, it is hoped that they otter e(llle in-
eight into the quality or his genius. Continuous etud.T and lietenins 
to the 'IIOrlce will never cease to present new surprises and diecoTeriee. 
CHAPTER V 
THE CLAVIER CONCERTOS OF BEETHOVEN 
Our survey of the clavier concerto from the Baroque through 
the Classic eras concludes with the piano concertos by Beethbven. Al-
though, as a compose~ Beethoven is actually a bridge between the clas-
sic and romantic movements, his allegiance always really remained with• 
in the classic orbit. While the latter works of the master present 
striking innovations regarding the handling of formal schemes and sty• 
listic aspects, str~ctural logic and depth of expression, predominant 
characteristics of classicism, are always present. 
THE CONCERl'O IN RELATION TO 
BEETHOVEN'S TOTAL OUTPUT 
The concerto did not play such a great role in relation to 
Beethoven's entire creative output as it had done in Mozart's. There 
do not exist representations in the form from all three creative peri-
ods. Two concertos were written during the early formative period, one 
right at the bridge between the first and the second periods, and two 
more .dated from the mid.dle and latter parts of this mature period. No 
concertos were composed during his later period in which so tremendous 
a stylistic and spiritual change took place in the composer. What ef-
fect this transformation would have had on his conception of the con-
certo, we have no way of knowing. 
A nwnber of factors are no doubt tesponBible for the decline 
in concerto literature during Beethoven's career as well as in the 
nineteenth century in general. J.s Abraham Veinus indicates,1 one rea-
son m~ possibly be the fact that Beethoven's deafness caused the grad-
ual teilllination of his appearances as a performer in his o'llll works. It 
was also know that he did not particularly enjoy perfo:nning his o'llll 
works in public; his gift in improvisation was so great that he enjoyed 
that phase of activity before an audience, which was always spellbound 
on such occurrences. 
However, one must take into consideration a fundamental change 
which was taking place regarding the advent of the public concert and 
the growing emphasis on specialization. The French Revolution set into 
motion the gradual decline of the aristocracy and the rise of the middle 
class to a position of prominence heretofore not obtained. This meant, 
as far as the music world was concerned, the gradual decline of aristo-
cratic patronage, on which composers of the classic era had depended to 
a large extent. However, the rise of the middle class to prominence 
initiated the public concert as we know it today, a fact which accounts 
for the launching of separate careers for composers and virtuoso per-
formers. Heretofore, composers such as Mozart and Beethoven were also 
expected to be brilliant performsers. With the former composer the 
compulsion for financial reasons to publicly perform as much as possible 
was responsible for the large output of concerted literature. Beetho-
ven, although he had performed in the various salons to great acclaim, 
later in his career was given a stipend to which most of the Viennese 
1 Veinus 1 A., Op. Cit., P.P• ]26-128. 
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nobility contributed. This did not require that he perform regularly 
or compose on commission. Thus he had no reason for which to write a 
great quantity of concertos, as such works were normally written for a 
composer's own performance or those of other individuals. 
THE RELATIONSHIP OF CLASSICISM AND 
RCMANTICISM IN BEETHOVEN 1S WORKS 
It is necessary to understand the relationship between clas-
sicism and romanticism found in Beethoven's works in order to really 
understand his music. The composer was, of course, brought up during 
the high tide of classicism, when Haydn and Mozart were writing their 
supreme achievements. He thus absorbed their influence and was 
thoroughly schooled in compositional and contrapuntal techniques by 
Albrechtsberger and Salieri. 
At this same time, on the other hand, the beginnings of 
Romanticism were being felt in all aspects of social, artistic, and 
economic life. As was stated previously, the French Revolution re-
sulted in the general decline of the aristocracy and asserted the 
rights of the middle class in society. With this change taking place, 
individualism naturally asserted itself. This aspect was one of the 
main principles for which Beethoven fought all his life- the right of 
an individual to assert himself and to express what is within him. 
Along with this idea Beethoven naturally believed strongly in the e-
quality of men no matter from what social or intellectual class they 
came from. These strong nliberatingn ideals naturally influenced his! 
music to a great degree. Although bred in classicism, the composer 
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felt the right, as an individual, to make deviations, both fonnal and 
otherwise, so that he could adequately express his feelings and ideals 
in terms of music. .A.t the same time, his compositions always showed 
supreme mastery of craftsmanship and design, no matter what experi-
ments he was making or with how much freedom he handled his fonnal 
schemes. Thus he exhibited certain romantic tendencies, but never left 
the bounds of classicism on the other hand. 
GENEllAL REMARKS CONCERNING BEETHOVEN'S 
CLAVIER CONCERTOS 
Beethoven composed five concertos generally known to public 
and musicians alike. However, a very early work written in Bonn in 
1784, in E-fiat, and the first movement of one in D written a few years 
later (the latter having been discovered by Guido .A.dler in Vienna in 
1888) also exist. The transcription of the great violin concerto, Op. 
61, as a piano concerto'is not of great importance • 
.A.t the beginning Beethoven took over the concerto fonn as 
developed by Mozart, whose works he admired tremendously, and used it 
as a frBiltework upon which he expressed his own individual personality. 
Naturally, as he matured, the works became more individualistic, and 
as the evolution progressed, a new medium of expressiveness was felt, 
which influenced greatly the composers of the romantic era. The first 
two of the published concertos show a very strong influence on the 
part of Haydn and Mozart, but with Beethoven's individualism playing 
no small part on the other hand. With the third concerto, the style 
is seen to have changed considerably, with the Beethovenian dynamism, · 
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somberness, and dramatic power reminiscent of works to follow, such as 
the 11Eroica" Symphony. The fourth and fifth works in the fonn go still 
further, showing new concepts of lyricism combined with dramatic power 
which made both of them supreme in concerto literature. 
SURVEY OF INDIVIDUAL 'WORKS 
Although Beethoven's C major concerto is listed as number one, 
it was actually written after number two in B•flat which was his first 
published concerto. 
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The B-flat concerto, Beethoven's first major effort in the or-
chestral field, was composed around 1795 and published in 1801. Its 
orchestration is modest; in this respect, it is similar to many of Mozart•s 
concertos. Flute, two oboes, two bassoons, two horns, and the usual com-
plement of strings are called for. It is also similar to Mozart•s works 
in length, formal structure, and certain stylistic characteristics. But 
there is much individuality in the work as well. 
The first movement is that of the typical classical concerto, 
containing the orthodox double exposition, development, recapitulation, 
cadenza and coda. An unusual feature is that the orchestral exposition 
uses a mock second subject based on a portion of the main subject, both 
of which are shown in example ho • A strong unity is also achieved 
within this section, in that the dotted rllythm of the opening motif pre-
dominates to a great extent throughout the transitionary links which 
modulate freely. Such a unifying device through the constant use of a 
motif is very frequently encountered throughout Beethoven's entire out-
put. 
A feature of this exposition very uncolllliiOn thus far but fre-
quently encountered from this point on is the initial appearance of 
the second subject in a new key. In the work under discussion, a mod• 
ulation from the tonic B-nat major to the minor dominant, f minor, is 
carried out. A half cadence on the dominant of f minor, C major, con-
cludes this thematic section. The second theme suddenly begins a half 
step higher in D-nat major. Thus Beethoven has merely jumped up a 
half step from C to D-fiat, a most unorthadox modulation if it ~ be 
considered a modulation at all. If he had ended on a unison F and 
gone to D-nat, it would not be so startling, but the upward move of 
a major second must have made the audience's hair stand on end! After 
this point, he gradually modulates back to the tonic for the conclu-
sion of the section (See example ho). 
As far as the fonn of the remainder of the movement is con-
cerned, nothing unorthodox happens; the piano is introduced with a new 
theme of its own, and a new second subject is presented. The develop-
ment is similar to many of Mozart's, being partly thematic and partly 
episodic. 
From a stylistic point of view, there is much of Mozart pre-
sent, but the virtuosity is on a considerably greater scale. The young 
Beethoven showed a great deal of exuberance in his early style; as a 
pl~er of considerable repute, he enjoyed incorporating this aspect of 
his personality into his p~ng and composition. The technical aspects 
consist of virtuosic runs which encompass a tremendous range, octave 
passages, etc. It IIIUSt be remembered that the piano forte was being 
continuously developed at this time, and greater range and sonority were 
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being made more possible, 
The second movement of the concerto is in two part sonata 
fonn, a type ltlich was discussed in detail in the chapter on the Mozart 
concertos, An interesting variant is the fact that the main theme pre-
sented in the exposition b1 the orchestra first followed by the piano, 
is varied ornamentally-in the recapitulation br the solo instrument, 
followed br a repetition in which the solo embroiders the orchestral 
part in a manner similar to that found in some of Mozart ' s work. 
The rondo is similar to the first movement with the routhf'ul 
exuberance again in evidence, The character of this rondo is general-
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JU livelier than that of 1110st of Mozart ' s rondos . A typical Beetho-
venian characteristic is to be found in the off-beat accent at the 
beginning of the retrain (Ex. 41) . It will be noticed also that the 
theme of the C section is derived rllythmically !rom the refrain, with 
the addition of ties between the quarter-eighth sequences (Ex. 42) . 
Thus another aspect of close unity within a movement is found, a true 
Beethovenian characteristic in a very early worlc. Ae far as . fonn is 
Ex. 41 
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concerned in this rondo, it differs from many of Mozart's in that there 
is no independent orchestral tutti between the first refrain and the 
exposition couplet. The refrain is stated first by the solo, then is 
repeated by tutti with a brief coda of several measures . The exposi-
tion couplet begins immediately thereafter. 
In the development couplet of this , as well as in that of the 
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Op. 15 C major concerto, no actual "development" of any preceding themes 
takes place. Instead, entirely new themes are presented. An interest-
feature takes place in the coda when an abrupt modulation from B-flat 
major to G major is heard. Upon arrival in the latter key a portion of 
the refrain theme is played by the solo in a manner slightly different 
from the previous appearances. There follows a modulation back to the 
tonic key and a repetition of' the theme by the orchestra. It is this 
sort of unexpected occurrences which give Beethoven's music, even in 
this early period, such a dramatic character. 
The C major concerto, Op. 15, was composed about three years 
after the one in B-flat, in 1797 or 1798. The same stylistic charac-
teristics as occurred in the earlier work are also evident in this piece. 
The orchestration,however, is larger and the forms are expanded to 
greater length than in the previous specimen. One flute, two oboes, two 
clarinets, two bassoons, two horns, two trumpets, timpani, solo piano, 
and strings are called for. The bravura passages in the first movement 
which take place after the presentation of the themes in the solo ex-
position and recapitulation are considerably longer than in the B-flat 
concerto. This accounts for the greater length of the form. The form 
on the other hand is more regular than in the former case. All the 
themes presented in the first exposition are restated in the solo ex-
position. Beethoven adheres to his innovation found in the B-flat, of 
stating the second theme of the orchestral exposition in a new key. 
The modulation this time is not as daring as before. The theme is stat-
ed in E-flat major and then is restated in f and g minor before return-
ing to the tonic of C major. Thus Beethoven is achieving greater har-
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monic varlety in his orchestral expositions that Mozart had done. The 
development is almost entirely episodic in this movement, and the re-
capitulation is conventional. A word might be in order concerning one 
of the cadenzas. Beethoven actually wrote three for this movement, but 
the one most commonly employed is the last, written soae years later, 
probably shortly before the 'Waldsteirl' Sonata. The types of technical 
passages used are very similar to those of the sonata just mentioned, 
and the thematic developments are very large in scope, making this one 
of the longest cadenzas in the entire literature. The first theme is 
developed in two different places, which are primarily virtuosic in 
character, while they are separated by statements of the second lyrlc 
theme which gives a contrast both in dynamics and mood. Upon hearlng 
it, one realizes that the technical aspects are so advanced that it 
could not possibly have been wrltten at the same time as the concerto. 
The thundering octave and chordal passages produce a tremendous sonol'-
ity foreign to the rest of the concerto, although virtuosity to a 
slightly lesser degree is evident there. 
From fonnal and stylistic points of view, the second and third 
movements are similar to those of the B-fiat concerto. The second 
theme in the rondo contains accents in unexpected places (like the re-
frain of the rondo in Op. 19) and has been compared to the Austrlan 
folk-song "Zu Mantua in Banden der treue Hofer sass"• (Ex. 43) 
With the c minor concerto, Op. 37, the threshold of the second 
creative perlod is reached. A very noticible change in style is taking 
place at this point of the composer's career. It has been said that the 
change in style seems to show itself first in the piano works. For ex-
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ample, movements from certain of the early piano sonatas written even 
before the first two concertos foreshadow the style of the second matu re 
period. Thws the first movement of the Op. 13 sonata displeys a dyna• 
mism 1110re closely associated w1 th the second period, while the slow 
movement from the Op, 10, No. 31 has a tremendous depth of expression 
foreshadowing later developments , Likewise, this concerto, which was 
composed in 1800, is remarkably close in certaiil stylistic aspects to 
worlcs ~omposed five to ten years later, such as the •Eroica" Symphoey. 
It is the first and onl,y concerto which Beethoven composed in a minor 
key (c minor) and this aids in intensifying the dramatic feeling in-
herent. The scoring is similar to that of the C major concerto, ex• 
cept that two instead of one flutes are called for. 
The first movement is formally very regular; the solo expo-
sition and recapitulation present the same themes as the orchestral 
exposition. The first theme 1s given out inc minor with the second 
theme following a transition which modulates to E flat major. This 
llhole orchestral exposition, like those of the preVious concertos, is 
handled in a symphonic manner with its modulations and thematic devel-
opments before the solo makes its appearance, When the latter occurs, 
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\t ie altogether a different type or ent17 than had been encountered 
preYiously; three dramatic scale paeeages played torte introduce the 
tiret part of the main theme, which ie played in octaves also torte. 
Then vi. th another dramatic gesture, the next phrase is pl.qed sudden-
ly piano. (Ex. 44). This type of treatment ie typical of the drua 
inherent in this IUddle period or Beethoven's career. 'l'he develop..ent 
section is auch more or a true development than those of tlle preYioua 
tvo worlte, as fragments or the lll&in theme are treated fully in botll 
solo and orchestra. Another instance of drama occurre at the beginning 
of the recapitulation. The main tlleme1 'Which had been originally stat-
ed piano by tlle orchestra at the beginning or the piece, is now brought 
back torte, again b;r the orchestra. SiJKilar occurrences are eYident at 
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The same points in the C major concerto and the violin concerto, such 
devices seeming to make the return more dramatic. The cadenza in this 
movement mostly used was written by the composer himself, and again 
possesses an abundance of virtuosity as well as a contrasting lyrical 
section. In the coda Beethoven reverts to a device used only once pre-
viously, namely in Mozart's concerto in the same key, K. 491. the 
piano participates along with the orchestra at this point and thus con-
tinues to the very end of the work. A precedent was established in 
this respect, as all concertos from this point on employ the device. 
As a whole, this movement possesses none of the youthfUl exuberance 
found in the two earlier concertos; the whole atmosphere is more som-
ber but it does also contain brighter moments such as the second theme, 
which offer a good contrast to the prevailing minor mode. 
The largo has a depth of expression also unique in the com-
poser's work in the form thus far. The form is less clear cut than in 
the previous slow movements, there being several themes presented in 
a sort of exposition (a modulation to the dominant being carried out). 
Then there is a kind of free developmental section with arpeggiated 
figuration in the solo, followed by a recapitulation of the first sub-
ject. However, the other two subjects are not recapitulated at all; 
their only appearance was in the exposition. The reappearance of the 
first subject leads directly to the coda which includes cadenza pas-
sages. Thus we have elements of a sonata form, but since several sub-
jects are omitted in the recapitulation, a freer treatment has been 
effected. As in many of Hozart 1s slow movements, one is not so con-
scious of the form as of the predominant expressive aspects. The har-
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monization of the first theme• used for expressive purposes. moves 
momentarily to distant keys• with a half cadence on a G-sharp major 
chord• and a modulation in the following phrase to the dominant. Then 
unexpectedly he starts the next phrase with the melody on the same 
note• B• but the harmonization suddenly changes to G major from B major. 
thereby making the passage much richer in expressiveness. (Ex. 45). 
In the melody of the second subject. stated by the piano• a 
new technical device appears adding to the expressive quality of the 
melody; the latter is stated in thirds in the upper register. The de-
vice is used frequently in later Beethoven and by other composers in 
the romantic era. Many of the string passages employ the muted tone 
(namely in the orchestral repetitions of the first theme) which gives 
a unique effect. 
Different key relationships from the norm are beginning to 
be noticed between the fast and slow movements. In this concerto. the 
key expected for the slow movement. considering that the corner move-
ments are in C minor. would be the relative major• or E flat major. 
However. Beethoven moves a half step higher to E major. In the c 
major concerto. were one would expect the key of the slow movement 
to be F major or a minor• A flat major was chosen. We shall see a 
further unorthodox relationship in the E-flat concerto presently. 
The final movement of the c minor concerto is again a rondo. 
It is the most spirited of the movements. and again contains many as-
pects of Beethoven's middle period• such as the martial rhythm follow-
ed by the extremely abrupt arpeggios by the solo lihich open the exposi-
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tion and recapitulation couplets. The develoJPent couplet not olll:r pre-
sents ·a nev tbe•e, but then goes on to a l'ugato based on the retrain 
subject. This is turther developed motivically in the retransition 
leading back to the refroin. J. feature reminiscent of Mozart 1 e d Itt!. nor 
concert:o occurs alter the cadenaa, in that the mode changes to the pal'-
allel Mjor tor the coda. The spirit at tbe end is tbereb:r brighter 
than that 11bi.ch perYadea t1108t of tlle vork. 
The fourth concerto, in G major, Op. $6, ill a product of the 
remarkable period around l 6o$, when the co111poeer vas occupied ld. tll eo 
maey ot hie greatest vorka in a sudden spurt of creativit;y. Contem-
poraey vorlcs on vbich he vas vorlcing include the"Eroica"aymphon;r, 
Raeso~mDuvak;y quartets , the 1'1ol1n concerto, and the 'Wal.detein" and 
".lppaeaionati' piano aonatae. It ie not knovn between exactly which 
;years the G major concerto vas being c0111posed, but it is e0111ewhere be• 
tveen l6o4 and 18o6 aa it vas offered for publication in the latter 
year. 
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The work is unique in the entire literature for piano and 
orchestra. Not only does it show great stylistic advances over the 
previous works in the form, but it possesses an etherial quality dif-
ficult to describe in words. The orchestration is similar to that of 
the previous c minor concerto. 
The first movement is only moderately fast, which is in keep-
ing with the predominant element of lyricism. A striking innovation 
found right at the beginning of the movement is the statement of the 
principle subject by the solo instrument alone. In Mozart's concerto 
in E-flat, K. 271, the solo came in at the beginning, but stated the 
answer to the first phrase introduced by the orchestra. In this case, 
the piano gives out the entire first subject before the orchestra 
enters (Ex. 46). Upon the latter occurrence, the key changes abruptly 
to B major, but then gradually modulates through sequences to the tonic 
again; thus the unexpected has made itself felt again. At the conclu-
sion of this same section, a half cadence is reached on a D major triad 
with the note A in the top voice. This note A marks the beginning of 
the subsidiary subject, but the tonality now is an a minor, the super-
tonic relationship. 
After the original piano entry, the solo is silent throughout 
a complete orchestral exposition. "When it re-enters, it has an intro-
ductory passage based on the same rhythm of the main subject. Through-
out the rest of the movement, a symphonic concept is sustained, since 
for much of the time the solo embellishes thematic material presented 
by the orchestra. Since this material is so predominantly lyric in char-
acter and the solo part is concentrated frequently in the high registers, 
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the ethereal quality 1e accounted for, inaofar a11 1«1rde are able to ex-
press it. 1he solo part is terr:l.bl.,y difticul t trca a technical. u well 
.. 
a11 interpretive point ot View, but one is never conaciotw of technical 
displ~ llhen hearing it. .ln ovenmelmiDg c0111poai tional cratteunahip 
1a alw~e eVident. MotiVic fragments from the main subject are reiter-
ated in the orchestral part to a great extent. It is eVidence ot the 
fact that although Beethoven' s themes in themselves ~ not poseen II!UCh 
111elo.die character or interesting lui:monic implications 1 the methode 
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in Which the composer utilizes them for developmental purposes and the 
thoroughness with which they are treated, causes absolutely monumental 
structures to be created. Thus both the structural and stylistic as-
pects go together to produce a movement of supreme musical significance. 
The slow movement is also unique in the literature of this 
sort. From a fol'lllal point of view, it cannot be classified, as in a 
sense it serves as an introduction to the rondo in much the same manner 
as the corresponding section of the •Waldstein• sonata, written at 
about the same time. At its beginning a great forte passage in unison 
is pl~ed by the strings in unison which is answered ~ the piano in 
entirely the opposite manner, a chordal phrase played very softly and 
legato (Ex. 47). The solo and orchestra continue the alternations ~th 
the latter growing continuously softer. A new section begins with a 
new melody stated by the solo which increases in intensity gradually 
until a long series of trills is set in motion. The final one of these 
crescendos to a climas and then subsides gradually, whereupon a cadenza 
passage leads to a variant of the opening section once again. This time, 
however, both piano and orchestra are very soft and gradually fade away 
to nothingness. The idea seems to be that the orchestra tries to domi-
nate the solo at first, but the latter soon asserts itself and rises to 
dominate the scene for a while. Then, it too is calmed and both forces 
subside, neither one having won. Such a movement, one readily sees, is 
packed with drama. 
After the fading away of the slow movement to virtual noth• 
ingness, the finale begins immediately ld. thout pause. In order for a 
smooth transition to be made, an unusual feature is encountered. Since 
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the slow move~~~ent ended on an e minor chord, it is advisable that the 
melod,y of the rondo theme begin also on e , a note 'lihich is not a mem-
ber ot the tonic triad. Beethoven sol vea the probl em b;r beginning the 
rondo theme on the subdominant harmon:r, C 118jor, and then worlcing back 
to the tonic. It the movements were aeparated b:r a pause, it 1110uld 
not be so necessary to begin on the same note, but the tact that the 
rondo seema to grow right out ot the d;r1llg slow move~~~ent, the s11100th-
est possible transition must be effected. 
The rondo is the liveliest of the three movements, but it pos-
sesses maey moments of exquisite lyricism as well. A few interesting 
fonnal variations are evident. The refrain section, consisting of a 
main theme stated piano by both solo and orchestra followed by a con-
trasting idea treated similarly, proceeds directly to the exposition 
couplet during a forte reiteration of the first subject; in other words, 
there is no cadence actually ending the refrain section after which the 
exposition couplet begins. This aspect illustrates a trend toward the 
romantic period in which fonnal sections are not marked off with the 
degree of clarity common in the classical. As the movement progresses, 
the exposition, refrain, and developmental couplets are conventional, 
with the latter fully developing motivically the refrain theme using 
dialogue between the winds. However, the development couplet proceeds 
directly to the second theme of the exposition couplet, thereby commenc-
ing the recapitulation couplet without an occurrence of the refrain. It 
.as seen that Mozart did this frequently. However, the interesting fea-
ture of this couplet is the appearance of the refrain theme in. new guise 
after the repetition of the previous material heard in the exposition 
couplet. The theme is heard in the strings in E-flat major 'While the 
solo engages in ornamental passages as a counterpoint. After the next 
appearance of the refrain, which nonnally doesn't occurr again until 
after the cadenza, fragments of the exposition and recapitulation sub• 
sidiary idea are heard, which finally lead to the cadenza. Thus more 
evidence of Beethoven's freedom in handling fonnal patterns is observed. 
The final concerto in Beethoven's output is that in E flat 
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major, Op. 73, which was completed in 1809. This worlt is of an entire-
ly different nature than the preceding one, even though it is a tightly 
knit symphonic structure. Whereas the previous specimen was predomi-
nantly lyric in character, this example is heroic and exuberant, with 
virtuosity playing a more pretensious part (but not for its own sake). 
The work is the longest in its form up to this time, requiring approxi-
mately 40 minutes for performance, thus reflecting a trend apparant in 
many of Beethoven 1s works of this period. The forms were tremendously 
expanded in length, allowing for the greater prominence of development 
and coda sections. 
The first movement presents an innovation right at the begin-
ning, as did the previous one. This time, three heavy chords on the 
tonic, sub-dominant, and dominant seventh hannonies are connected with 
rather long virtuosic cadenza passages in the solo part, which are com-
pletely devoid of bar lines (thus emphasizing their improvisatory char-
acter). The exposition proper starts with the statement of the main 
subject innnediately following. However, this improvisatory introduc-
tion is a functional one in that it recurs again somewhat abbreviated 
just before the commencement of the recapitulation. So, if one is to 
term the beginning as an introduction, it must be qualified in this 
manner. The Haydn type of introduction, on the other hand, was purely 
introductory; in other words it did not have any relation with the 
structure of the main boqy of the movement. But Beethoven's introduc-
tions definitely have a part to play in the overall structure. (Other 
examples worthy of note are the introduction to the finale of the first 
symphony, Op. 21, and the first movement of the Piano Sonata Pathetique, 
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Op. 13.) 
In the solo exposition, the second theme is first stated in 
b minor, softly by the solo, after which a transition to the dominant, 
B-flat major, is made. At this point, the same second theme is re-
stated forte by the orchestra. A similar occurrence takes place in 
the recapitulation, lib.ere the keys are c-sharp minor and the tonic re-
spectively. 
For the first time in a classical concerto, the cadenza was 
written out in the score by the composer with the stipulation that it 
must be played rather than a substitution or improvisation of another 
one. Thus another trend which continued through the.neneteenth cen-
tur,r was set in motion. The cadenza Which Beethoven thus wrote is 
ver,y brief in contrast to the optional ones he wrote for the rest of 
the concertos. It leads into the coda, which is somewhat longer than 
those of previous concertos. 
The slow movement here has a similar function to that of 
the previous specimen, namely that it serves as an introduction to the 
finale. It is also rather free formally. A main theme is stated by 
the orchestra, followed by a new theme by the solo. After a quasi-
developmental section treating both themes, two variations on the orig-
inal theme are heard in succession. In the first, the melody is stat-
ed in the solo; the second states the melody in the orchestra with the 
hamonies outlined in the solo with Alberti-bass figurations. 
A phenomena pointing the way to an important aspect of later 
nineteenth century music occurrs between the second and third move-
ments of this work. There is no pause between them as they are linked 
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\IP by a bridae passage. Since the second moveaent ill a B ujor, one 
halt step higher than the dontinant tonality, it would appear a bit dif-
ticult to make a transition to the tonic, an ·augmented fourth lower. 
However, as the slow movement dies aR7, the note B ie heard in the or--
chestra vecy softly. Vecy subtly, this note slides down tc B nat, 
lot!ich is the tilth degree ot the tonic key; the transition between to--
nalities being thus made. Before t he rondo itself begina, however, an 
bd.tation of the latter' s refrain is pl~ed vecy softly and slol«ly by 
the solo, after vhich the rcndo itself COIMI&nces. (Ex. 48 ) 
f 
f' 
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The rondo is conventional from a formal point of view, with 
a complete development of the rondo theme taking place in the C section. 
Its character is heroic and exuberant, with much brllliant virtuoso 
work. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSION 
During the evolution of the clavier concerto as dealt with 
herein, it is observed that the fo:nn ws transfonned from a rather in-
timate chamber type of oiork to a large scale fonn embodying a truly 
symphonic conception. Several reasons for this phenomena ~ be cited. 
On the one hand1 the eighteenth century witnessed the gradual 
emergence and development of the pianoforte, which superceded the harp-
sichord around 1770 as the predominating stringed keyboard instrument. 
The new instrument possessed certain definite advantages over its pred-
ecessor. Since the strings of the newer instrument were struck by 
hammers instead of plucked by quills 1 the dynamic level could be re-
gulated by the players touch, which had been hitherto impossible. Cres-
cendos and decrescendos could therefore be obtained. More subtle gra-
dations of tone in phrasing were also brought about. The contabile 
pl~ing of a phrase was also made possible. This latter aspect was due 
to the less sharp, biting sound produced by the hammer than was produced 
on the harpsichord. Although the early pianofortes naturally possessed 
a considerably weaker tone than those of the present day, the volumn, 
rsnge, and sonority of the inst~~ent were gradually increased. Thus 
composers writing for the new instrument took advantage of the improve-
ments made by exploiting them in their compositions. Mozart's concer-
tos, therefore, in so far as the piano parts are concerned, show a tre-
mendous advance in virtuasi ty as well as in the aspects of lyrlcismt 
Beethoven's go still further, taking advantage of the further develop-
ment of the pianoforte in his day. 
At the time of the inception of the clavier. concerto, the 
Baroque era was in its climactic years and •ras gradually giving way to 
various new currents and reactions which set in. 'Ihe intervening years 
between the late Baroque and the full development of classicisnt wit-
nessed much experimentation in concerto form and style, aa well as in 
all other media. However, as one has observed, formal and stylistic 
variances were gradually assiwilated into a standardized, unified over-
all formal framewo:rtc. Mozart and Beethoven, who represented the clavier 
concerto at its zenith in the classic era, were able to mould each in-
dividual work with considerable freedom as far as fonnal and s l;ylistic 
details were concerned. No two works are alike in these respects. 
The concerto had emerged to perfectly balance 'the elements of formal 
perfection and emotional depth. 
The growth of the orchestra was of course also responsible 
for the great development of the clavier concerto. Naturally, since 
the clavier technique and style had been developed to such a great ex-
tent., between Bach and Beethoven, the orchestra, in order to hold its 
own, had to be continually developed as well. Whereas the Bach con-
certo orchestra had consisted only of strings, the later specimens 
gradually added woodwinds, brass, and tympanl., W1til the late concer-
tos of Mozart and those of Beethoven possessed orchestras of symphonic 
proportion. 'Ihus, innumerable coloristic possibilities were able to 
be realized, and the various types of relationships between the solo 
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instrument and the orchestra previously discussed could be developed. 
The increase in size and fuller use of the orchestra was also made 
possible by the constant development of the various instruments and 
their techniques throughout this period. It is naturally observed 
that orchestral techniques and resources were being expanded simultan• 
eously with those of the clavier, so that neither force could supercede 
the other in importance throughout the evolution. 
Having discussed the important aspects which accounted for 
the development of the clavier concerto through the era of Beethoven, 
it would be wise to glimpse briefly into the future to observe the 
general course which the concerto was to follow. 
With Beethoven, certain formal and stylistic innovations were 
brought about which detennined the course which the nineteenth century 
concerto was to follow. It is observed that wit.IJ. the piano entrances 
at the beginnings of the fourth and fifth concertos there started the 
gradual breakdown of the orchestral exposition or introduction. Al-
though Beethoven himself did not abandon it, it is non-existent in the 
piano concertos of Schumann, Mendelssohn, Liszt, and Tchaikovsky. 
Brahms, as a neo-classicist, did employ it. 
The Beet.IJ.ovenian innovation of connecting the two latter move-
ments in the E-flat concerto is also carried out later on by such men 
as Mendelssohn and Schumann. The latter composer as well as Tchaikovsky 
utilized the idea of composing an obligatory cadenza evident in the same 
Beethoven concerto. 
As to style, the symphonic concept introduced in Mozart's and 
Beethoven's works was no doubt an influence on composers such as Schu-
mann and Brahms, the latter of whom carried the idea still further. 
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The element of virtuosity vas of course evident in the works 
of all of these composers mentioned, but it assumed a predominating 
role in the concertos of Chopin, Lisst, and Tchiakovsky. 
As a final point in regard to certain influencing features 
on the part of Beethoven to the later nineteenth centur,r composers, it 
is true that in his concertos as well as in his other worl<s the fact 
that the emotional expression of the lofty and spiritual nature was x-
cognised by later generations must not be minimised. He expressed his 
own individual feelings, attitudes, and emotions in his music to a 
greater degree than did his predecessors. This quality in his worl< 
served as an ideal for future generations. The later romanticism, 
however, did not probe to as great spiritual depths as did Beethoven. 
The supreme importance he ~ave to structural logic and craftsmanship 
of course was not maintained in 1111U17 of the romantic works. 
The decline in concerto writing evidenced in Beethoven's time 
continued throughout the remainder of the nineteenth centur,r. New forms 
such as the piano character piece, the art song, and the symphonic poem 
were introduced and developed, and the symphony continued to pla;y an 
important role in instrumental music. Trends which began in the Beetho-
venian era, such as the decline of the aristocracy, rise of the middle 
class, rise of the piano virtuoso, and the advent of public concerts 
affected the attitude of composers toward the concerto. They were no 
longer dependent on perfonning their own works in public in order to 
make a living. With the rise of the virtuoso and the public concert, 
solo recitals became more frequent, as to engage a large orchestra for 
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performances of concertos was an expensive proposition, The romantic 
character piece thus served as a vehicle for display, When concertos 
were written, as Veinus points out in "The Concerto"• it was usually 
with some specific pe!'fonner in mind, and composers felt restricted 
as far as their self expression was concerned when having to conform 
to requirements of their perfonners.1 Therefore they preferred to 
write in other fonns. 
It is hoped that the survey of the concerto thus completed 
has given at least a bird's eye View into some of the aspects of form 
and style which have distinguished the 110rks of the composers under 
discussion, and llhich make the stud;y of the works so r~arding. In 
conclusion, it may be said that the continued acquaintance and explo-
ration of them will reveal unending discoveries. 
1 Veinus, Abraham, Qp• Cit,, p. 129. 
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